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ABSTRACT
This paper reports on a lon4ituAinal study. of the

acquisition cf the voicing contrast in American-English work-initial
Atop consgnants, as' revealed through.instrumental analysis of voice
onset time characteristics.,Four monolingual children were receded
at apptoximately two veeck intervals, beginning when the children were
about 1;6. Data provide 'exidehce for threegeneral stagesr (1) the
child has no contrast and produces both,adnit voiced and voiceless
siops with short lag voicing; (2) the child has a contrast but one
that falls within the adult perceptual boundaries of one (usually
voiced) phoneme, and thus is presumably not percfptible to adults;
and (3) the Child has a contrast that resembles the adult' contrast.
Three children had reached stage 3 by age 1;9 the fourth child was
Still in stage 2 by the age 2;4. In addition, the data document the
development cf the voicing contrast across the three plices of
articulation.. The rate and nature of the developmental process are
discussed briefly' in relation to two competing models for_
phonological acquisition (the "across-the-board" model and the
"lexical diffusion" model) 'and two 'hypotheses regarding the-skills
being learned. (Author)
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'his reports on a longitudinal study of the4CquisiLion-
of the ing contrast iri Americari-English word-initial stop conson,i.nts, as
revealed tough i ftrumeitrital- analysis of voice onset time characteristics., . ,
FourLmonoll gmalf.- 1:dren were recorded at -appiko4imately tWo'wee 71 il t e r va I s
begihning ., t e ildreft were about 1;6. Data provide, avid- ce for three

.general sta . 'ild has no contrast and produces bo' adult voiced
and voiceles. 6rt lag. voicing; (2) the child ha ,a contrast but
one which -thin : ,tte adult percepival boundaries of one ', (usually
voiced) pflonek thultisiresumably not perceptible pi adults;' and (3)
the child .has .A, .0trast Alt `resembles the adult contr t. Three Children.
had 'reached stage 3 by age4;*9;1 the fourth child was st 1 in stage 2 by the
age 2;; In addition; tee data document the defelo 'tient of the voicing
contrast across the three plaCes of articulation. The rate and.nature of the
developmental process are d' cussed briefly in rel tiori to -two, competing
models for phonological ,ac uisitkon (the 'across e-board'i mode' and the
'lexical diffusion' Model) and, two hypotheses r ardirig the skills beidg
1 earned.- 't .

.

"PERMISSION TO REPRODUCE THIS/
MATERIAL HAS BEEN GRASJTED

TO THE Etill1CATION:/FIESOUFICES
'INFORMATION ,ONr .1ERIC) AND
USERS OF THE RIC YSTEM

1: 0 Introduction

This paper reports on a longitud nal study of the acquisition of
the:voicing contrast in American-English, asrevealed- through instrumental
analysis of voice onset time characterist cs of itprd-initial stop consonants.

1. This research is part of the -activ -ties of the StanfOrd Child Phonology
Project and has been supported by a ational .Stignce 'Foundation Grant (BNS
76-08968) to Charles .A. Ferguson will ',Dorothy Ai Huntington; lepartments of
Linguistics and Hearing and Spee ScienceS, Stanford University; We
gratefully acknowledge their suppor during all phases of the research..
would also- like to thank Hafold lumeek, John_ Kingston, Use Wenn, Carl
Muller; and Deborah Ohsiek for their assistance at various stages -pf the data
collection and analysis. A shot) version of this paper was giVen October
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, AlthougA the glottal features related to the voi
among, the most controversial in contemporary phonblogical

and_ :Halle ;a

single phono
of relative
covary.
relevant to
received, the most 'attention is voice Onset time (VOT)', that.interval between,
the release of stop eldsure and the onset of vocal fold Vibration.

ing contrast are
analysis (Chomsky:

tadefogedf1974 7-22) it :is gene ail'y agreed that a

ital:voicedistinctiOnIn Any langUage may consist of a number
dependent, phonetic, components which nonetheless tend to

the artic4latOry and perceptual elements' which are
onological ,voicing contrast, the ne which has 'probably,

4 _ _

IisketAnd Abramson in theirseminal 1964 artic e Claim that VOT is
the single, most reliable feature separating voiced; Vo cePesi stop cognate
pairs in languages 'of the world, regardless of: he onventional feature
designations used-. in_ descriptions. of those langOages:" .Among- the eleven

'''

languages they studied, three categdries of VOT em rged: ,/=voiting .lead where

voicing begins about 75 to 125 milliseconds Ims),prior to burst release;
short_ lag, where voicing begins from 0 to 25_ ms ter the release; and long
lag where voicing begins 60.to 100 ms .after the Orst: The 'median. values for,

these ranges are -100 ms, +10 ms and +75 ms, espectively (Lisker and AbramSWL.

,1964). In English, the voiced phoneme isitypiOally short Jag. (although some

speakers use some amount of voicing lead), yhfles the voiceless phoneme is

characterized.by long lag. .

.

A

Because of the 'Lisker :indAbramson. clatm-°-which has received
4 .

substantial Support from the findings of other researcars=-that VOT reliably
distinguishes voicing stop cognate pairs in initial .positioni and also
because there is a' large literature documenting -the VOT characteristicsof_
Voicing In the speechofadult speakers olEnglish,;we hOef:cbdsen VOT as the"

. unitof analysis:for our .study. We assume then that as the Child: Acquires
prodUCtive contral over voicing, Vol' valuesewill changeooncomitantlx; over ;

this time period. We- will define the preSumed gOal'to which the child_ is'.
progressing as those characteristics of adult English stop;.: honemes deScribed :.

in the literature in terms of VOL The aims of. our stUdy.are to specify the

temporal characteristics' of very young children's stop ;productions, to

deteraine thd age at which children acquire the'voicing contrast in English
, ;

and to docUment the pfocess by which it iS.acqUired..2

0 ;

With. espect to the age at which the voicing contrast IS acquired,

there is wide isagreement in the-chili phonolow literature. The age at
which English peaking children acquire voicing'in initial stops apparently
may vary from 1;3 to 2;8: 1;3 and 1;4 (Moslin 1976)i by 1$9 and 1; 11 (two

subjects JR Barton 1976); 2;0 (Leopold 1947); 2;1 (Velten 1943);..by 2 ;.2 (one'

.

2. _This study ispart_of a cross - linguistic 'Study of the acquisition of the
voicing contrast in initial..stops in English, Spanish and Cantonese. Data::

from the other lan2ua2es and cross-linsmistic comparisons wi11.be treated in:.
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subjedt _in Bond and Wil sort- 19'77); -2; 4 (Maj:or. 1976); e -2; 8 (Smith. 1973). Dodd
1976 reports that -fi've thil°cIren no Jonger made any, voicing errors after the
age range 2;5 to 2; 11. Two recent "cross-seetional studies siiow that many
English-speaking children acquire this contrast by at- least 2; 6 alatin and
Koenigsimecht 1976; and Gilbert 1977)..... A few studies of childfen acquiring

languages other than English--langUages which :have' at. least a contrast
between short and- _long Jag.:Stops--report ages for individual Children as
follows: 1; 5, German (Lorentz, pers. commun.); 1;-7, Garo (Burling 1959); and

2; 0, Hindi (Sriviitava 1974; specifiCally voiceless, unaspirated by 1; 1,

prevoiced by 1; 4, voiceless -and voiced aspirated beginning. at 2; 0). Lin '1971

reports that three children acquiring Taiwanese still. made- errors' on the long

lig stops at 2; O. Thefdifferences_ betWeen the findings of . these studies no

doubt in part stem from differences in methociolcigyl (64. the criterion:'
adopted for determining 'acquisition'), but there: are undo tedly....at- least.

some individual differences between the children studied.
i -,, . .

.. --..

In coif -rest to the disagreement on the lege at which the voiding
, contrast is . acquire , there is ov4rwheImInig agreeient on what type o voicing
sis used first ./by chi drew.- .Jacobson" 1941 ' accurately observed that l'so

long as stops /I in chi d language are 'hot, split' according DO, the behairior o0' .:
the glottis;_ are generally.-pronounced as voiceless'" and unaspirated" "-

(1941/1968,714) In all the `.studies .We surve-yed, .the children studied first

used short / lag. stop's . (1..,e; 'Voitceiess. and unaspirated' in. Jakobson' s

terminology). Kewley-Port and Preston 1974 claim that - Short. lag stops ,are
used firstAecause they are ,art.iulatorily easier t lo control thin either lead
or long lag stops -

4
d

While the literature substantially demonstrates- the priority of
short I 4g stops, different studies provide contl icting: data on the question
of Ilthether children first acquire a voicing contrast in a particular plac.e of
al-'iculatian .(before other places), and - whether the rate.Of acquisition, once

begyn, is rapid or slow.as the voicing contrast spreads thr ugh all 'places of

- .documenting e process of

Articulation, all words and all , types of speech-. (e.g. ontaneou.s versus
Imitated

,
speech). Towards. our goal of- .

acquisition, we examine stops at all three places of articulation, : in A
variety of different '.words, and in several types of speech, and we examine` ,

developmental changes in :th£ data for evidence supporting the two , major,
competing. models which: have been advanced to describe the .-. rate and

t characteristics of Change in phonology acqUisition-zthe "across-the-board.'
model (Smith 1973) and the 'lexical diffusion', model (Hsieh 1972 andjergus'on

ad:Farwell 1975). In order to look in depth at the acquisition process; it

as necessary to restrict our analysis to .word-initial position; thus, we
1

. will not provide, data on whether vOiting IS atqUired differently in different

['DOI tions of the word.3
1__L

/13 !In generali children appear
'-to

learn the voicing distinction among stops
1 ih initial position befOre in 'other, positions in the word; however,. the

. . .. . .
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-nterviews with .prospective
.

supjects and-. thei r it s, were

conducted to detertine the degree WCobperation, Ihe verbal revel; response_
to picture, bOoks,' and apprbximate vocabulary size ancVphonol,ogical systen of

the children::: tour children were seledted to; be ;subjects because" they were
monoringUal speakers of 'English with no tibrings of sc of age, they were
producing at 'least some initial_ stop words, thevs eyidence of normal
language deyelopment, and ',they "appeared 'to °operative. Table 1
pertinent:, d4ta bn the 'tour :subject!, who will, here_ be identified as Tom;

'Tessa, Jane k Jay4;' subjects are children of professional: parentS
either one or both'.of who = haveadvanced degrees. .

Both parents o 1,1 the, children except Jane are natiVe Speakers of
American-English. Jane's mother was born in Canada. but has-spent. the last
Six yesA in the United States. It was not expected that the 'slight %Canadian

accent of Jane' s mother (which _noticeably only affected some vowels and the
stress. Of some zwords) would' effect Jane's -acquisition of voicing. None Of
'the parents speak a langLage bther than English in thehome, and none of` -the''

children had been exposed 'to a language other than Snglisli. 1.

J

Tessa,_,Jane and Jay were using between.50.,and:100.;w0fds. at the

beginning - of . recording:: when they : wJe."4; S. 24, 1*.28;_ 46. 19 and '47.. 9

respectiyely Wes are ;given in years, months and days)-: Audiometric
screening of the .children was done by, the staff of the Audicblogy
Stanford 'Medical Schoo all children were assessed as having,normal hearing.

2:'1 ;Uata colleaion

The children were seen 'approximately every two weeks for an eight-

, Month period. All the children were seen weekly for a short pefiod of time
* at the beginning of the study. One subject, Jay, was seen' an extra three
times after the study had been officially ended. Since Jay' s family moved to.

Boston at the end of the stu0, the last session was recorded, under

,4. II) insure. that' . this study would have longitudinal data from' fbur

children, a fifth child was .recorded also. Rad one of the first four
withdrawn', from the study, the fifth child would have become one of the four
subjects. Since the first four. stayed in the study, delta from' the fifth
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Subiect._; Sex Age.

First
Session

.

tact
Sef,sion

1

' . ,

cAsproximate 4:Siblings'
°'' Vocabulf.ry'

' .At leginning

y ;
';

-

15arenes'

Dialect a

1 .

1

1; OM 1

'
TESSA

'IN_.

:AY

,

I .

7;1:6.24

1 ;4.A

,

1;6.19

1;7.9_

.
2;0.10.

. .

2;,,I.16

2;4.2

; 1

0ftwords,,;--
Iv

75 IzordS'"

75-100
words .

50 word s

" C- . :' 1

-.S ter (21/2

_yesrs (+Her),

irothee (2
vrs younger)

.

.

7r1

.

' , Jersey
tab

0

M: California.
r:QIiiIadelphip

M: Canada/
California

F: California

M: New York
7 : New York

esition.

Session Age
TOM
:fr rokens

. 'TESSA

- Age 4 Tokens Age
'JANE
4 Tokens! e

-,AY
# Tokens

`1 1;6:24° 35 1;4.28 1'06 1;6.19 32 1;7,9 31

2 1;7.2 25 1;5.2' 199; .1;6.22 56 1;7.16 44

3 1; 7.7 66 1;5.18 186. 1;6,79 26 1;8.8 46

1;7.21 43 1;5.10 130. 1;7.12 27 1;8.20 43

3 1:8.29 100 1;6.15 94 1;7.26 33 1;9,4 . ii
6 1;9.12 53 1;7.6 147 1;8.20 47 1;9.22 53

- 7 1;9.23 93 1;7.13 99 1;8.24 39. 1:10.5 92

8 1;10.9 I00 1 ;7.27. 168 1;9.15 77 1:10.15 Ino -

9. 1;10.22 117 1;8.10 214 1;10.7 96 , 1;11.2 83

10 1;11.8 135 1;0,17 142' 1;10.14 94 '1;11.14 72

II 1;11..22' 1221" 1;9.2 175 I ;I1.0 140 2; 0.0 137

12 2;0:5 118 1;9.23 174 1;11.14 108 2;0.14 176

13 2;0.19 197 1;10.7 217 1;11.28 99 2;0.28 160

14 2;1.3 109 a:10.21 169 , 2;0.11 56 2;1.12 159

15 2;1.17 139 1;11.11° 139 "2;0.25 79 2;1.25 162

16 - . _-_, 20.1,0 132 2;1.16 94 2;2,2 177

17 2;2.9 135

18 2;3.0 129. '

IQ -, . 21452 167
e ;
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,i 5ton University. Tablecoinparable recording conditions, at Bos 2 gives the age
>.

and the number of 'correct' stop-initial words produced.* each child on each
- session; ,. 'Correct' !leans 'that the child'

ia

production began with a stop of
the same placa of articulation assthe initstop.in the. adult word.

. .

Each_ session was conducted a high quality_: sour -isOlated roo
(with assoCiAed control ,room) at the Stanford, Speech esea -rch Laboratory.
RedErdin, .w s' e ' on a Revox A77 tape recorder with a Sony Electret
mk.erophonse which was attached to 'a soft cloth vest ehiCh the child. wore., in
most cases, a parent was :present, All testing wat conducted by the same
,experimtnter, a native speaker of American-EngliSIL. The! bserier, Who sat in
the control room, ran the tape recorder, took notes on e session and kept. a
tall y. of the number of stip-initial words produced by the child tor all six
stop consonants:

.
, Sessions'. were between twenty and thirty minutes long, The goal for

each session was to obtain at lekst fifteen tokens for, each stop c9nSoriantt
The observer. would indicate towards the end of the session that A. certain
.number of words begitning with particula stops: were needed; The
experimenter would then focus on words beginning with those stops. Thi
number was _.'estimated to be the maximum number of tokens which me could
reasonably:expect to Obtain from children aged; i ;6 and the minimum number of
tokens required for statistical analysis. During the earlteSt sessions, it
was difficult). however,; to Obtain ninety target' items, (fifteen tokens per
stop) from three of' the four children.-

Sti.mulus :materials" included a specally constructed stimUlus book;
several, chillren's picture books, a small wooden puzzle and many small toys.'.4-
Word lists were obtained freqUentfy frOm the parents;' objects for. or _pictures
'of stop-initial worcis that each child knew were then added to the stimulus
materials. OdFasionally the Parents !brought toys 4-or books wi th.', which the...
child was famfiat. 'During the sessions the children played with .ithe ,toys,
looked -at .pietures, 'and 'were encouraged to speak.

'Sine& we":discoyered that all the children used few g-initial words
(at least: at -the leginning of the study) and that fewer p-initial than" b-
initial4wdrds were used by at least some of the children, we introduced a few
words "(e.g. goat, grate, and Denny) 'which were tfien learned at some pbint by
the children, Perrticularky for g- and .p-initial words, we relied heavily on
the parents who. would either bring the Child's toys (e.g. Piglet) or would
help us sbt up games which would elicit a particular/word from an individual
child (e. g., diiving a car int+ka pretend garage). The ,lexical. asymmetries
for each child be discusied tn, the results sections. In generEel, the

5; We.-are grateful to Linda Watoori 'for Condficting -this session and to Jay



maiortty of words pIoduced b the children were either single syl.lable words.
.(of the' form .9VG) or two syl able words' with initial mailable stress; in the-

. -earliest sessions, ,all' the chileirep produced more b-, d- and k-initial words
than words ,beginning p-,-t- and .g- (afthough the frequency of d- and.and t

= initial words was oft6 similar). . The :.instability of /p/ and /g/ in st913,,
.systems Of languages of the world has been discussed by Gaikreiidze 1915'and..
Ferguson 19-77;

-

2. 2 Data analysi'S'

All tapes were transcribed: by a resarc her using a Revox A77 taped'
reCOrder and 1 istening under Super St-pio B4 head phones. The tape script

,indluded all words that the child, said; hbwever, only Oose 'target words'
that the child said were .phonetically transcribed. Target *ords were those
that began with an initial singleton stop the adult model and for ,which
the child produced a stop' of .the correct plasce "of articulation (as judged by
the transcriber)6; see Table 2 for the total number of such words produced on

-each session br each child. For these words, the initial phone wat
transcribed .narrowly and the Jest of the' utterance somewhat more broadly.
The transcription qstem used is that of the international Phonetic
ASsociation with a supplemental symbology. and diacriic system devised by the

`,Stanford Child Phonetics Workshop" (Bush et al. 1973)..

Preceding context and -the -gloss'-were, noted, for all -pro'ductions.
The *ftillowing system of classificat4on was used for all , tokens.: S
spOntaneous; I = imitated; "R.`=- repeated e. a 'repetition Of the child' s' own
previous utterance); E = elicited (i. respbnse toi8. question,
not containing the tft13-,At word, asked by-the exPerimenter); and M E. modelled
(i.p. the child's prdauction of a word spdkil by the .experimenter after some
intervening speech either 'child= or adult produced).

the biweekly recorded sessions,,approimately for anchor- point

6. Al though consonant harmony.'is a widespread phenomenon in child phonology
(see Vihrnan 1977), our subject's, who mere evidently beyond the consonant
harmony stage, rarely made place 'errors (less than 1%-.of the productions
shoWecriplace errors). .Neverthelesst the correct place of artictIgla.ticins
criterion was reqUired to insure' that the ,English data would be comparable to
those colificted .from the Project 5panish. and Cantonese subjects, who produced
more harmonized., forms: in all three studies then only 'correct' stops were
analyZed.;. AlthOugh we knoW of no stUdy, which dempstrates that, during the
stage when voicing, is not' contrastive, a stop substitute in a harmonized
prod-tic-non (e:g, , the initial (k) in [kaki) for doctszie) i any .different from
other stops of the same place (e; g. (k) in (koUti for goat or the (k] in

fri'r ioitt4) the neteeihility' that enrh nhAnoe ar;o
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sssions from each subject . were selected for instrumental analysis. The.
purpose behind selecting anchor 'point's was to sample. throughout the data.
Thut, these anchor points were at ,approxmately two month intervals, -

beginning with the first sessions and : ending with the laSt ones. However, in
the earliest sessions, not all the children produced the 'requisite fifteen

' tarkens of each stop consonant; for -these. children, the -first two or three
sessions were combined into one anchor pOint if the sessions, had been
conducted at clOse time intervals.' Thus, in some eases, data from several

'-' sessions were collapsed; these cases are clearly' identified in the tables:.
When two; orimore sessions' were combined, ;equal. proportions of stops were

, taken from each session.,
. .

. ,

Wide-band (and in some, cases, narrow-band) spectrograms Were made
of the first fifteen tokens of each -stop type on a Kay Sonograph (model '7029.

'. ADt, \iith an added custom shaping circuit (11520,: 12 ab high freqUencY. pre-
emphasi )), To acifieve better temporal resolution, utterances Were recorded

.. o the" .Kay in the 160-16K mode (which resulted in ''a, time base of Al m's 'per ,-.
centint0-er' and a scanning. filter width of 600 Hz) and were reprOdUced with

.,..
, scare magnifier set at 0 to 50%. MeasUrements of VOT were made at the same

time on 'a TektroniX Oscilloscope with storage capability (Type -64), which
was used in conjunctiOrr with a locally designed and constructed riggeririg
system. Directly following the oscilloscope. measurement, VOT -was measured ,on
the spectrogram(s). When the oscilloscope and spectrogram measurements
differed by more than 3yos, the problem was identified' and then. resolved by
further instrumental` InI all _cases where possible --the _time scale
used was 2 ms or 5 ms per Centimeter. In general, .if the difference 'between. '
the 'two measurements was. equal to or -less han , 3. 'is, they were 'averaged to
give a final VDT. value. However, for VOT. values greater_ than +50 MS '(i. e..
cases in which the time scale had to be set' at 10, 20 .or .50 is per division),

; Hike' time resolution was more difficult on tha oscilloscope-Adpe to greater
compression of the signal in each tame division), and 'greater _reliance was
placed on the spectrogram measurement: ..v The . procedures, for ;instrumental
analy$is and VOT measurement 'flare descrabeil. in detail in- the report 'Of our
pilot study (see.iiuntkngton et al., 1;977).

.. - ',- ._$. 4 -- ' ' *; . .

.

7 - tk. ,: '"e .. .-;
. v.

, If an uttesanc4 prese,nted a problem which the researcher co, lei not
solve, all spectrograms( for the .,item were presented at _the'_ weekly' group
meetings where Project staff (four to Six- persons) discuiied "and resolved the
problem. . . the few eases' where', the staff' eotild. not reach unanimous I--

, agreemen , .ille utterance' Nas nbt 'included in the, statistiCal analy0s. :The
, criteria or rejactioni of an^utterange from VOT measurement were: ',noisy!

Cei g: i e avOing toys , during: the -chil-Cris production); 'voice overlay! (where
an aclult',4- voice was .sgp imposed over the :child's and each 'could, note.\st
reltabl-P!abe ° separated by rrow7band "lnalysis); _2391_ blirs,t'; 'following,
voiceless vowel.';1 and .; 'co tintious 'ybiting41 .',(where votang Continued
uniaterrpisted from ;he 'chlid'S preViously voiced' segMent)i L'es-s; than 7% of
the total set of utterances from ail children4ere rejected. s.:,



Each author carried out the transcription and instrumental_ analysis

for two subjects. At ap#roximately two month intervals, reliability_ checks

were made. Pbr these checksi six Items were selected .(usually the first

token of each stop consonant. on a tape).1i Each author.Y transcribed,

instrumentally analyzed and measured eiCh. item. In -several cases, the six'

items had been analyzed by one.or the- other author several months previously.

Thus, the compariSon checIA indicated both inter- and intro- _observer

reliability. In the reliabilitly P''6heck protedure ,(as in the 'regular analysis

procedure), provision'was made tit allow an observer to label any tittefance as

a problem which should then be referred to the wee 14 tiotip meetings. Three
of the 35 reliability check items> were identified as ,problets by both authori

independently. Excluding-these three items the two authors agreed to within,

6 ms on 97.% of the items checked. bitring the weekly grow) meetings,

staff resolved the problems for two of the three 'problem- utter#nt'et; the

third item was rejected.

.

For' each childi each anchor point_ _was- analyzed separately When
definitive VOT values were obtained fdr 'fifteen tokens 'of each of the six :
stop _tonsonapts, separate freqUency distributions were' -eirawn 'And the

standard deviation and, range calculated. Tests of.Significanc were made of!:.
the differtndes betWeenthe mean VOT of he voiced and voiceless '.phonemes at

each place of artitulatiOn. Throughout;. the probabilities art: .fof One-

tailed t=t8StS; Whert F.values are significant, separate variance .estimates'

are used; where they are not significant, pooled- variance estimates are used.

1,11 general, when the differendes between means Were significant, ;they were '..

highly sig0ficanti and vhenthey were not significant, they were. not at all

close to: significance Since the distributions were not completely normal,

in the.fey cases.where differences 1?etween.tne meanS_wer& just s_ignificanti",a

non-parametric ttest (the Manti4Thitney U test)' was. also usegli";:in all

this test gave the same'leve of .signifigance as7* parametric t-test.

S..;

Lf Alte di fferendeS betWeen the means for a voicedlioideless. pair
was significant at one anchor point _.-but. not at the preceding point,_ the
'intervening sessions were instrumentally .analyzed to.,determine :more: prec*li

the point of change:. If the: 4ffirences,-betwen the-means :for 'a , pal r '44t rt

not significant on :contiguous sessions of:.anChbi_points, thedata ifrom,itese
sessions' were combined for' additional statitidal"-analysti: the diffeIende
between the means for each pair from>the collapsed' sessions" were compared
(op e= tg t-tests); and a . two- way 'atieiySi of variaipe was carried
Thus, there are two :iepaTate cases in whidndata from: separate sessions were

collapsed:y #) cases in whidh the child on early sessions. didnot:-prOduCe:

the requisite fifteen ..tokns per 'stop; and:. (2)\ ,cases in which,. the. data did

not ;_.Olow a_, consistent .significant- difference .actoSs..saveral contiguous'

sess.iOns. ; The decision to tollapse,datA.:in the later,cats. was mptiVated
theassumption that if no significant_._ occurred *o. t. it$e time period,.

the data .from: that time gettbd ieWesented a single stage and this
comparAb4e.



3. 0 Results

'Data' from 'individual children will be discussed in sections. 3; 1
,(Tom), 3.2 (Tessa),- 3.3 .(Jane ) and L 4 (Jay); Tables 3, 4, 5, and, 6 'Contain
the mean VOT, number. of to4ns, standard deViation and ':rang.e.Of prOductiOnS.
for each stop. consonant on each sesiion,analyzed for each of the children,
Also included in these tables are: significance levels for the differenCo.
between the means for each '.-voiced-vokeless pair for each session;
significance levels, given are 'for oe-tailed t-ests; Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4
'plot the range of individual tokens of each stop consonant in*each session of
^Tom, Tessa, Jane and Jay respectively ''.The table and figure for each. *child's
data will ,appear in the appropriate section; The discussion in section
will .focus on the simi.laritiei and diffetences across phildien.

.

c In the folloging sections, reference; will be -made 'to., 1-3riirlarily
three categories of r data. (terms id": quotation marks will be given precise.
defiditi' in the folibiting paraitaphs); CATEGORY I. Data show no evidence,.

., , .for , th Ruisition of , a .' contrast: the tokens for both the Voiced' and
voiCele stops fall withilv. the "Short' lag region" (and: typical ly show 'the;
same 'incidence of prevdicing); land thidifference between the means for each
pair of stops. is not significantly different, nor is ti.6 a consi,s ent
relationship between the means =such- that over a number or sessio,nsi' -e -mead
ftr the .voiceless stop,16 always lbnger than the mean for the voiced stop, ..
,CATEGORY ii: Data provide 'evidence for the:Acquisition of a contrast, which
da, however, not adult-A ike: the .difference ,'..between the mean VOT values of
the voiced-voiceless stops isl'signifitant-..but. the" mean ,VOT "Values for *both
the voiced and voiceless stops fall , Within .5,ihe 'adult perceptual "phoneme
boundaries" for the Voiced: stop. (Category I`I =A). 'or 'Close to within these
boundaries. (Category 1.I-B): Category II:-A data are particularly interesting
because the contrast that the, child is making is presumably not perceptible
to adults; For Category II-B.data, adults would presumably have difficulty

recognizing the contrast, , since' the majority. of voiceless .stop token-s
typically fall iiithin the adult perceptual boundaries for the voiced stop.
CATEGORY III; Data resemble "adult values": the meadr 'for the child's
voiced and voiceless stops fill within the appropriate phoneme boundaries; in
Category II1i-A, the means for the voiceless stops (add . usually the voiced'
Stops also) are cOnsiderablYi longer than adult means, and in Category. II I=13
the meads for the voiceless stops - (and...khe voiced stops) are shortened back
,:tbWard adult means:- It .apPears that these Categortes: thay. in. -fact refle:
three general:-.developmental:Ptages, ordered as presented' (see 4ection 4:0

4 / We ..adopt, the following conventions for defining the phonetiC
regi-6ds on the. VII' continuum. FThe "Short lag region" from 0 to '+20
for:, labial and alyeolat' stops (foflowing Kewley-Port and Preston 1974
(api'cals only); and 1Z1..atin and Koentigsknecht1976'(labials.and apicals)), . and
from 0_sto +40 ms for velars (et: Zlatin and Koenigsknetht 1976); This



definition of short lag as a to +20 ms lufs: been adapted to
-

facilitate; drrect
comParison of our data -ta' the data in. Xewley4ort and Preston' on which they
base their_ Claim . that the VOT values for a majority 9f Productions by
children -.of the age' we are . study.ing will fall within the short 'lag region.
In addition, as : defined, it fits reasonably-yell. with the Lisker and Abramson

-def ial,tion of short lag (0 to- +25 ms), amd, with: the range of 4hort lag
productions reported by those authors for English: /b/ 0. to +5 ms; id/ 0 "to
+25 ms; /g/ 0 to +35 Ms. We will need to refer to the "sfiort lea; region"
f-or. lhbia14; andveolars; this region will be -20 to -1 ms *(prevoiced velar
Stops were extremely rare). This short lead, region ; which is hot precisely
defined .in ,any study, corresponds roughly to the ,..1lho-le just:below terost that
.Lisker and .Abramson state to be the one region-'on the VOT continuum_ which is
not ih voicing systems of lahguages of the World. The "icing lag
rdgibn" will, be +60 to +100 ms, and the. "long lead region"' will be -125 to
-75 mS,..fo Owing the Lisker andAbramson generar descripctioni (1964).i

\ '
.-.,

. .

To areiVe.', at some reference point for the adult lahguage to _3",,Illith
the children' s data may. tre ,compared,- we use the adult data.reporled .in ;.Lisker
and Abram* 1964, Kla'tt 1975, and ZlatarM474. Since these authors.i.repoft--
.slightly different mean VOT values for ,each stop, we will astume that ',a''
child's ,VOT 'mean( for a ,stop is "adulit-llke"- if it 'falls within 'tile range; of
mean. VOT yalueS' reported for that stop in the adult .data: /b/ +1 to +1f ins;`
Id/' +5 to +17 ms; 1g/ +21 to +21 vs; /p1r.+47 to +65 ins; -/t/ +67 to_ ;4'7.75 ins;
and /k/ +7p to +85 ms; 'asconElarilyi th) child's data .will, b judgeaduitr

,. l'ike- if the inter-:plate relatior(s.hip is consistent (i. e; labi .1s s,horter.than
...al.yooLars1.-, whch_a_re -shorter thaR velars) and .the... child' s Voi.ced:/1-anti`'
voiceless stops have nonhoverlappitig ratiges (etharatteristic of 'adUl.t:s,tops..
-reported in some -btit. -not all .studiet): *Presumably,, comparple . adult ,Ilata.
(e: gi fully: conversational). world show overlap between .ranges; . however.' the ..

,children Imust learn to produce at least farily discrete categorkeq, and:to do.

eso they must reduce (if not.peliminate) the number of .extreme tokens. : It was
not expected that any of the children would show all these. triree'-

.. .characteristics of adult speech.

In idiscussing Category II-A data, we -will :find it helpful to
discuss the mean VOT values for the children's pr.oduCtion data,. in' relation" to.'
the "phoneme boundaries" in adult Perception. Sintilitr to the slight

spar ty between figures in reports, on the mean VOT..valUes of stops Pirroduced:
by :adul t English speakers,. there is also some, disagreement as'. to the' preCiSi.
1 ocatlon of the boundary between the viced' and voiceless phonemes (tie' the
56 %. -ci-O-s.s2over point), , perception :literature on ':English
Here, will adopt a compromise set .C4 figures: +30 ms for labfal.'ahicf
alve0ar phoneme's; and +50' ms kor the velar -,phohemes (cf.. 'Li sker and:MA:a-Ms.:in

90,7b; 2latin 1974; Pisani. and Lazarus 104; liand ,btheri). We do 161s1.-in.
order to; have a rough idea of the, wy. in lthich,an adult speaker of ER81.1-411:,
would perceptually- categorize the early produCtionS of the children. studied



means for both child phonemes (and the VOT values, for. the majority .of ,tokens)

fall within oc nearly, within the boundariest one adult phodeme, an adult
'will either fail to perceive or at least have 'considerable trouble
consistently-hearing the contrast that the child is making. 1Je will futher
assume thatan adult would categorically perceive the child's productions in
most cases as _belonging to the adUlt voiced phoneme, and suggest that, since
the child continues to, improve.this contrast in the appropriate direction; it

appears 'that the child- does so in the absence of diyect positive
reinforcement from adults.

-Yet-Oie assume that speakers of .any language may learn to modify
their perceptUal setS as an adjustment to. the speech of_Unusual speakers
(e.g. foreign speakers of English) or. to:unusual Listening circumstances
(e.g. as on a telephone line). it.isi,ossible that with repeated'exposure to
the child's speech, a parent, could learn to hear the-child'sccintrast. We
will assume that ,there must be limits 'to such perceptual _adjustment. For
exaMple,. Hirsh 1959, "Hirsh and'Sherrick 1961, Stevens and Klatt 1974 and
Pisoni .1977 claim that roughly 20 ms is the minimum. amount of difference
between the temporal onset of two events--such as betgeen a burst and the
onset' of voicing--Iequired. for a listener to judge the two events as
sequential, ,a judgment- which would be necessary to the identification of
English phonemid voicelessness. If apprdximately 20 ms does in fact
represent the lower limit on.!.the:region of perceiVed temporal order sequence,

it would be impoSsible for an adult (using only VOT as Ahe'perceptual cue) to
hear the contrast that Tessa,. for example, was making between /b/ and /p/ on
session :6 when the .VOT means were +5;07 ms And +14;43 ms _respectively
(*p=.029) and where 80- of all tokens fell within the 0 to +20 ms range.
While the psychoacouStic basis for the perception of voicing in initial
position .(e.g. the +20 ms argument in Pisoni 1977) may be disputed, the
categorical .nature of adult perCeption Is not, and it is ultimately .on this
'basis that. we will. assume there to be limits' to the Perceptual modification
possible in natural language Use situations.

In..these cases where the children ,were, achieving'_a significant
difference- between the_ and,_ yet: where both means 'fell within the
perceptual boundaries for one adult phoneme (Category 2), we--as trained
phoneticians--do not believe that 10. can reliably hear the contrast (except
for those _tokenS,that fell .well outside the boundary), and we were in fact

'surprised. by the results. SinceVOTisonly one of several acoustic cues for
the perception of voicing in .English, it is .possible that some other
attribute (e.., burst amplitude or fundamental frequency of the'following
vowelf +etc.) could be found in the children's, productions_ and used by an
Adult .to perceive the contrast; again, we can only:repeat thati'we could not
perceive the differences. Clearly, the perceptibility of these early 'within

one eclat phoneme' contrasts requires further investigatiOn.7

7, A : preliminary. study on this issue is planned: phonetically trained

1"
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To evaluate these early contrasts and the Similar ('within
adult phoneme') cases where over a large number ofsessionsthe mean VOT

the adult voiceless phoneme was Consistently longer than and yet, not
significantly different from the mean for the voiced phomeme) we examined the

variables.-- of: (1) vowel height; (2) Stress; (3) individual words; and (4)

mode of elicitation. 'Both a high vowel and a stressed vowel (variables 1 and
'2 teNSOect1vela*bOrepot6d1Tat 1e0..some,J.esearchers tokm(istljen
''the VOT of a_preceding voiceless (ie;Aonglag) stop and '1n some cases to
affettthe VOT of a preceding short lag stop (see-Klatt 1975 and Smith 1975
ron vowel., height;. and Lisker and Abramson 1967.a.And 'KlattL1975 on stress).
The lexicalAiffuslopmadel..of sound change (cf. Chen and Wang 1975) may be
interpreted to predict that when the voicing Cobtrastis-beginning to emerge)
longilag values would be found first in a few words and then gradually spread
to other lexical items;' thus; the difference in the mean VOT between a voiced
and. voiceless stop pair could be achieved by the values for a few individual
words (variable 3). Barton 1)76 found that for some children: the voicing
contrast was correctly produced in imitated utterances earliex than in

spontaneously produced utterances (variable_4), In all cases) no, correlation

was found: thUs It is not the case that the longet mean VOT:values"for the
voiceless stops (in Category II) were caused by a greaten incidence of
voiceless stops in stressedand/or._high_vowel environments or in Imitated
productionsj or by the behavior of individual words. Throughout the corpus
for each child; -tokens for any particular word showed :,the same rangeofJ/OT
values as the general 'range of, VOT values for the -stop consonant as a whole
(a few exceptions to the general pattern will be discussed in the fbllowini
sections);, Of the four variables) 'stress was largely irrelevant) since
nearly ail of the children's productions in these early'stages were one word
utterances of initial syllable stress stop words. We conclude then that such
consistent dfffetences (although small) between the mean VOT'values for the

voiceless and voiced stops indicate some attempt on the child's part to

distinguish in production between the members of cognate pairs. These
analyses were done for data in Category II and, will be mentioned below:where
appropriate. Since no similar analyses of data in Category III were carried
out) we therefore do not rule out the possibility that stress) for example)
may have-a significant effect on long lag stops.

In the following.,-sectlons for each child) we will discuss the data

for each child.in relation to the three categories and in relation to' the
perception and production characteristics of adult voicing described above;
the main goal will be to describe each child's individual path of

development. In.addition) each section will discuss other characteristics

(in some cases, idiosyncratic) of .each child's productions; as fot example
the distribution of initial stop words in the.child!s vocabulary ("lexical
asymmetries")

students(unfamiliar with the results Of the. present' report) will be asked to
transcribe approximately_'75 stops_ characterized_ by jery short _VOT values

(i.e. 534 ms); the stiMulus.items to be transcribed are a randomly selected
subset of Category IIA data from Jay.



3., 1 Tom;

=At the 'beginning_of the study when Tom was 1;6;24, his data
revea1ed a. bias towards words beginning with /b/, /4/ and /k/ (figures- below
are for the total number of different words and tokens produced on sessions.

./bV, 12 words,' :64'. tokens; /p/ 6 Words, 15 'tokens' /d/ '7 words, 40

tokens;. /t/ 3 words,:6 tokem /g/ 1_,wordi 2 tokens; /k/. 7 words, 26 tdkens.

Tne[diStribUtioli was; however. itallf;/even,!by..seS-Sion 7:._4' Since not _enougt,

tokens of /t/ and /g/ were collected from theifirit anchoi pant- (sessions

through 3), sessions 4 and(5 were alsoanalyzeC , Only the data from.session

5 will be presente4i. sincesessionA_Contained only 1 /g/ token and no /t/

:tokens.

Tom's data show: evidence. for a significant voic*g contrast at all
three _placeS of articulatiOn throughoutthe' study; "although. the mean VOT
valu for voiced and voiceless stops usually fell within the appropriate
short and long lag regions, there were some changes over time.

On sessions 1-3 (1;6;24 to 1;7.7), the mean VOT values for /ptk/
are considerably 'shorter than adult mean values (Category -II-B): The mean
VOT values for /b/ and /d/ are within the range of adult /b/ and_Id/ mean
values (the mean for /b/ is +7.6 ms, excluding negative VOT tokens). Tom's

two values for /g/ are similar to his .means for /b/ and /d/: but are
Considerably shorter than adult /g/ values'would be;. (Table 3). 7

Although Tom's mean VOT values _are not adult - like,,- there. was very

little overlap between the ranges. for the voiced and voiceless stops, and

Tom's contrasts were generally perceptible to adults. Only five /p/ tokens

fell in the short lag region and six (40%) _fell within_ the perceptual

'boundarits:for the adult /b/ phoneme. 'kir.the alveolars, although there were

only six /t/ tokens, there was no overlap between the /d/ and./t/ VOT ranges,
and none of the /t/ values fell in the short lag region; however; three of
the /t/ tokens (50%) fell within the adult perceptual'boundaries for /4/.
Similarly, for the velars, although there were only two /g/ tokens, both were
short lag and only three of fifteen /k/ tokens fell' within the :short lag

range; hbwever, six /k/ tokens (40%) fell_ within the, .adult perceptual

boundaries for /g/i -(Figure 1). Thus, although the range of values for

/ptik/ (up to +85 ms, +106 ms and +140 ms, respectively) show that Tom
.clearly had a phonological voicing distinction, the fact that 40% or 50% of

all voiceless tokens fell within the adult voiced_-phoneme perceptual
boundaries means that Tom had not fully mastered productive control over'

voicing, and it is likely that adults would label nearly half of his
'voiceless' stops as being_phonemicallv'voiced'(Category II-B); nearly half
of his /pitik/ stops were in fact transcribed as voiceless, unaspirated,

15
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Data from ieO-ifn (103.2/9) Are very different: the mean VOT'
.values for /tk/ are coasiderably longer than adult mean values (Category. III-
A) and the mean VOT valueg for /bdg/ kikewise increased (Table 3). The mean
for /p/ falls at the lower end of th'e range (+47 to.+65 ms) reported;for /p/
in the speech of addits; since the mean for /p/ is within the adult range) it
should :be categorized as IIIB. Thig cast is pne of two (see section 3.2)
that are eXceptiods to the general rule that the child's mean for a voiceless
.consonant shifts abruptly, from Category, IIB to Category II-IA (cf. the
discussionin section 4).

I

Data from sessions 6 through 10 show that. Tom ;is :gradually
.

.

shortening the VOT vslUes'ior-/tk/ and /d/ back toward Adult-Like values; the
for 110/ and Ipl increase ion 6.7 to values longer -than adult

values (Category' IIIA) and' their .clecreaSeT on session 10 (Table
UnexpectAdlyLhowever, the mean VOT for /g1 continued to increase :such that
on sessions 6 and 7; it fell .nearly,in'the perceptual boundariet for adult
/k/ .(n-ib. Abramson and Lisker 1967.b report ;approximately +40 ms as the
boundary etween /k/-snd /k/ for- adults): _By' session _15(2;1_,Ii7)==the last
recordinvgession7-, the:means-for_most -.stops fall within '0.1 apPropiate
short or (moderately);reng lag regiolls;:,however) his stops are not completely

For example, : hisileah. for fp/ is coniiderably shot.* than an
adult /p/ would. be; while the Leans for /t/ -.and ,/k/ are: lOnget_ than the
respective adult means would be; Without; data from-subsequent inonthsiAt is
impossible ,:to determine what trend is being established: Since sttdies of
adults have shown that VOT values,for stops embedded in sentences- are:tibbrtir
than the. VOT values, for stops injsolated words, it is reasonable fdriTom's
VOT values to,decfease somewhat, since he was producinvinereasingIy longer,
sentences as he was maturthgl', thus; 'the ;plautible hypothesis_ ofr:the
interaction of sentence length withstop:VOT values would applrto.the Change
seep in /p/ _on.sessibm 15.. However, the means for /t/ and /k/ (which had
been decreasing since session "'5) increased again onfsession''15;swhether_this

represents,what could be considered'_inormafluctuation within a single
stage or a significant develOiDiental change cannot be TtnoWn.

While ,there was the change in.'mean_VOT values described above, it.
was nevertheltsS.true.that throughout the study; most VOT valuet0Of all six
stops fell within 'the perceptual.houndaries fOr the apprOOriate' adult
phonemes.. For the- voiced stops, Tom produced some tokens with voicing lead
(r4nge," -104/-1); these prevoiced tokens were usually;Jor the voiced .labial
Stop. There were very few tokens of the voiced stops which -fell in -the adUlt-
voicelets phoneme-boundaries, In contrast to the restricted range forvoiced
;t6p productiont) the voiceless stops showed greatvariability:. there was a
yide range of valueg that extended well into the Short lag "region and well
peyond the pdult) long lag region;_ While there are no published adUlt.data
:ollected under, completely' comparable conditions (i.e. lUlly conversational
;peech)4 it is probably that Tom's voiceless .stops exhibited, greater
variability than adult data would. This wide range of variability 'was not
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=
due to individual lexical items: individualtwords showed the same range o
VOT values as other words beginning with the same: initialstop.

3.2 Tessa

On session 1 when Tessa was 1;4.28, she was using slightly more b-,
d- and k-initial words than words beginning with p-, t- or g- (figures below
are for the total number of different words and tokens produced on session
1): /b/ .8 words, 31 tokens; /p/ 3 words, 5 tokens; /d/ 3 words, 24 tokens;

/t/ 2 words, 12'tokens; /g/'pords, 7 tokens;, /k/ S words, 19 tokens.* Tessa
spontanemsly. 0roduced a large 'number q:1 utterances (see Table 2), would
freely and.-corrctly respond to questions deligne to elicit stop-initial
words (and would also imitate such words), and in general shOwed no evidence
of deliberate avoidance. of particular word-types; 'this slight asymmetry.
quicklyditaOpeared. The &symmetry, that did exist at: the beginning was not
as obvious- a factor in her acquisition of ioicingas was the lexical
asymmetry in Jane's data (see section 3.3).

Tessa produced lead voicing on /bp/ and /d/ on session 1: /b/ two
tokens; /o/ one token; and /d/ five tokens. After this session, only /b% was
produced with lead voicing (range -34/-5 ms); the number of /b/- tokens
produced with_lead voicing varied from none (out. of 15 tokens, sessions .8 and
16), 1 (out of 15, on bothNsessions 6 and 7), 2 (out of 14, session 11) to 1,
(out of 15, session 3-4). Across all sessions and all stops, sixty percent
of all prevoiced tokens fell in the short leaU region (-20/-1'41), and none
were greater than -34 ms.

Tessa_ acquired a voicing _contrast first at the alveolar, then at
the Labial and finally at the velar place of articulation; ,three stages
refleCting this order 'are described below; In general,. Tessa's data (more
than Jane's) change.over time moving from Category I through CategoryjII=A;
this progress toward adult values is a gradual one,' covering about a four
month' period.

3; 21 Stage 1 (1; . 28 to 1; 5; 30)

Stage 1 (sessiont:1 and 3-4) in Tessa's data is one in which she
has a contrast at the alveolar

#
(Category II-A) but not at the labial or velar

8; Tessa also prOCTuced 10 tokens of dingle, on this session. However; since.
this word was produced with_an initial velar stop, it_has not been_counted in
the tabulations. This was the only assimilated word in her initial stop word
Corpus. Throughout' the study, she pfoduced doggie with an initial velar
stop. .1



-rbte 4- TESSA: mean u0Tv,Iuel, number of tokens, stande-r4-de AtiationS ,--n&-range
for each 'stoo, by session.

Session

Age

lb/ mean

N
S.D.
range

/o/ mean

S.D.
range

sigiIeyeI

/cif mean

N

S.D.
-range

,t/ mean_

_N_

S.D.
.-ange

aig.level

/k/ mean

S.D.

range

sig.level

3-4 6 7 8 II. 16 .4.

1;4.28 1;5;18- '1;7:6 1;7.13 1;7;27 1;9.2 2;0.10
1;5.30

+4.33 +4.07 +5.07 +8.53 +11.20' +17.64 +12.93
15 15 15 15 15 14 15
13.18 13.71 12.10 10.70 11,63 22t16 11.15

L32I+23 -34425 -271+28 -22/+25 01+44 -171+65 +3/+49

-1.80 +19.27 +14.43 #27.92 +34.93 +84.93 +93.40
5 II 14 12 14 15. 15
18.36 31 17 9.47 17.31 31.69 36.14 47.78
.34/+9 +4/4111 0/+40 +8/+60 01+107 + 2/.+176 +191 +207

P'.015 p .001 p.009 0 o .001

44;40

k=.
1

16.81
-11-1+14

+11.50
8 __

13;09
+7443

,

,

+15t51
15

. 9.61
4.4/+42

+38.92
13

13.26
' +19/ +61

+17.13
15
_8;48

.

+21+32

+98;33
15

45.89
+774193

+16.23
13

8;38

+5J+31

'488;93
15

35.13
+384165

. .

+15.93'
15_I_
8t96

+6/+32

+100;2n
15

68.38
+/5/+257

7..001
.

.nni r .001 ' o-.001 o ,001

447;0
6

3.63

+11422

+47,00

14

28.59_
+3/+100

+46.86
14

4/t3I_1
+15/+150

+43.33
15

35,46
+54126

+30.13
15 _L
11.42

+91+85

+19.93. +39.30 +79;60 +105.:7- +125.93
15 __ 1n 2. 15 15 15
12.44_ 11.32 34.86 35.93_;' 73.70

+3/+50' +17/+57 +43/+258 '+46/+162 '+26/+304

,

11..015 ,001
.

0 .001
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rigikre 2. rESSA-ITT"vrlues for each stop token; by ;place of Arric'ulptio4n and bAt-i-iiion.;

3-4
.

SESSION 8

.

+80

+40

-40

-80

.

-4n

=80
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pfaces of articulation (Category I);, On session 1 (1;4;28) the mean VOT for

Ad/ is significantly different fropi the;mean for 4t1 (Table ,4). Further
evidence foi a contrast comes from Ihe distrbutlif0 of lead and long lag\....

tokenS: the only prevoiced tokens are, for /d/ and, the bnly_tokenS that fall
outside the. Short lag region are productions of /t/ (Figure 2).

For the labials on session.4 the mean for /prfis actually less'
than.the mean for /b/, and the ranges for both are similar. On the,sessiOni
3 -4, the /p/ 'mean' is onger than that for /b/. ;Neither difference -is
significant :(Table 4). The difference .in mean, VOT-between /b/ and' /p/ on
.sessions 3-4 is largely. caused byona,production of Ii42, +11 Ms'. rf we
eliminate this tOkerip'the mean_and range'for /p/ becomes. much more similar to

those :,for /b/: /15T+4.56 ms_(range -34/425-.mS).;-/O/ +10.10 ms (range +4/+28
ms); This production of pan, is: the only one-fbr. this word'iti the ,corpu
prior to session .11 Ow +74) at whith'point all /p /; tokens fall' in ;the range'
+32.to +176 ms. t

Av.

Pan is an exceptional utterance on this session'in that no7cIther'r
words are produced with long lag voicing until session 8 (Figure' 2). Thq
long lag_VOT for pan may indicate that this word was a lexical exception: (oh ,*

session. 3-4) to Tessa's general rule:for producing /p/ as.shqt lig in which
case flright- indicate the beginning bf.a. word-by-Word spre4d :of_ long lag
voicing through.. her lexicon_ (cf._ the lexical diffusion _model), However;
throughout Tessa's corpus, tokens for any particular word show the samexange
of VOT values as the general range of.VOT.values for'the stop consonant as' a.
-whole: pants,':for example, was produced as both: short lag'; ( ±20 ms) and long..

lag ( +67 :ms and +75 Ms)_Onsessibn 8when:_the range for p-Words (01 +107 ms):_ .

covered the short.. to long lag: region also. Since no other words were ,

produced .consistently as:an: exception to. the general patterns for.a given
stage, we conclude then that'the lonflag production -of pan was accidental or
At least extra-systemic.

Qn session 1, there is no contrast between the . velar voiced-
voiceless'stops: the difference between the mean for ig/ and'th&t.for /k/ 1g
not significant (Table 4)i and all /g/ tokens and all but-' one /k/ token fall
within the short lag region (FigUre 2)i

3; 22 Stage. 2 (1; 7. 6 to 1; T. 13)

During stage 2 (sessions 6 and 7), Tessa's data show evidence for a
contrast between /b:p/ (Category and /d:t/ (Category II-B), but not for,

a contrast betweenthe_velar stops.. The.mean'VOTivalUes acid the majority 9g

. Tessa's data may have shown a significant difference between /b:p/ pridr
to sessions 6 and 7; the tape for session 5 was accidentally destrOyed; . On

22



tokens for lb/ and I.p/ on both sessions. O. and 7 fall Within the pkceptual
bdundaties or the adult voiced phoneme, as did. the means for id: t/ during
'stage '1. ..Tbe :difference between the mean yOT values for /c1/ and (session,
7) it also significant; note that the mean for It/' falls just outside.: the

.

perceptual boundaries- for :Ole adult voiced phoneme; (Table 4) ,On_ session 7;
majority of. the tokens fol- both /p/ aht /t/ fall outside 'the Short lag .

region, While, nearly all tokens of */b/ and.- /d /-are within 'this regibn
2) . In separate analySeS, no. correlation -was found between the length in. VOT`
of the stops and whether the stop a high vowel or occurred in an-
imitated P:roduction; all tokens Were of initial stos in stressed

. . .. ,
.. In . contrast,'.' the diiffprence *between the mean VOT,values for /g/ and

/k/' is not Signiizant . (Table 4), 'and .the:majority 'of tokens. for /g/ (but not
for /k/) fall. for' the first time: ,outside --the Short :kag.regibn . (Cf. the -'
distribution of velar- tokens on session -1, . Figure 2) i; :

Stage

0n session 8 .(1; 7.27), Tessa has a c.iontikit between the voioed-
vo,ice.less stops at all .hree _place's of articulation: tlie data for. /15: Prfall
in -CategOry 11-B, those' for. /d: t/ in Category encl.' those fo,r /;:k/ in
Category II-B .4).1° -On session all 'three places Of artidulation-
show highly signifiCant differences also, '(Category 1,1.1=A for all three
places).

ftioveVet, Tessa, s sfops are not adult-14 The mean VOT .Valu'eS*for
/b/ (sessions, 6; 7, and 11) for -/d/ (sesSioliS,7incl 8) and for 4g /' (sass jons
7 and 8) PrOgressively increased, usually as _the ,mean.. VOT Values 'cor t7;

voic4eless stops increased. As' a,, result, Tessa's; mean values for,the!Voite
stops are more similar to -adult mean it/slues for ,these st,opssbn sg..S§Von
on session 8; Similarly; Tessa's voiceless stops also,becoMe les4 adult '1 ike
'over time: /p/ (session 11), /t' (sessions" 8 . ane.111 and ./k/ . (iesSionokl)
are considerably Jonger than the longest adult means; whereas Previously- the
means for these stops: had been gradually approathing 'the shortest of, .th'e
adult means. 'The lack' of correspondence between T9ss.k.'s..voicing system and
that of. adults is also shown by the following-: session 8, ..her mean. for. /p/
fall's nearly within.. the perceptual boundaries fot .adult ' /b/ ,(8/15 tokens'
ms); and =her /g/ mean 'fall s nearly within the ad, uft /k/. -percePtual boundaries
(5/14 'tokens 50 ms)-...

sessions An# 4, the.',difference between the meanv`rfor ./b/ /p/ was not
signifidant.

1. 14.

data1. 0. The. data fOr Vg: k1 .arepui in ,Category ir-Bi :not because the,Imean' .fpr
the stop falls' nearly with-in the adult voiced boundary' (as in the
:ages 'of other 11-B data)i; hlti,becauseTthe mean for ig."-falls nearly withih

.the adult /k/ boundary. " _

4
V%

!."',.



The mean for /k/ on se'sslon fails within the range (+70. to +85
repgrtee fpr.17ki 'in' the .speiCh`. adUlts; and therefore should be

categorized as I I IB. Testa* /k/ .mean on this Session and Tom's /p/ mean on
session 5 are theqpniyi.,Casev,114hich Violate the general. progression of data
throug.h2qategpri.es-.LIB to I I IA; in all other cases, (i._e; Tessa's /p /. and /k/)

si and /k/ and' Jane's- /pot, k/),1 the children's voiceless stop means
are ,initiaNy.olyoUrt;..than adult means (IIB)..:01 then considerably longer
than adult: ineanil-.01 IA); Thos,, in .:sever out Of nine cases; the stage-wise
na:tute:" Of I IB fol 1 oWed' by I holds, in the remaining.;,, two cases, a
transi.t.ieb...s,tage X.tceUrt (chtdriologically) between LIB and dita--a stage'

trie .cfaid's voiceless 'top mean. is in fact adult-dike (.1; e; a stage
tchnicA.1,1y. '1,IIB'' in. tfie, present descriptive. system),. . The surprising near=
abieffee transition' data will be dfi'dussed in section 4. 0.

An lexamiriation of the range of prodUttions in Figure 3 'shows that
.Tessa ;s /p/ tokeng gradually move info the adult /p/ range (session's") 1'
throughtv 11? and that her It/ and /k/ somewhat more quickly move into the
appropri'ate. adult ranges. Fo`a\lI six consonants,_ the ranges of values are
consideratat Larper th_a_nadult ranges for the same ;stopsi* it appears that
Tess'a is in somb sense explori g p orre4c space in her attempt to determine.

;the appropriate Phonetic targets (see',seetion 4. 0).

Stage 3. 24 Stage 4 (2; 0. 10)

For Tessa as for all the children, the, final stage in the
deve4opment is one in. which adult-like productiOns are athieved; For Tessa,
the VOT: mean 'and range for all six stops (i. e., Category session 11)
must be ,shortene& back toward adult values. 7.;

However on session 16 (2; 0. 10)--the last time she was recorded--;
the mean VOT values for /ptk/ are longer than.:on session ..11 (Table 4). These
means, whith are!. considerably- longer than 'adult .means would be; have
increased asz.the ranges of tokens have inc,reased (Figure 2).. In contrast,
the mean vur,vAlgs for /bdg/ have decreased, .,.ak;..'d,omtSared with the respective
means on session (Table 4)-,_ The mean for :St'dki's th'e'adult range of
mean VOT yalues (+5 ins to +17 ms).. ,The shortening of the. mean for /g/ is
important: on session 16, the /g/ mean is weid within thes,adult perCeptual
boundaries for /g/ for the firt time since ses4on 1.

3.'3 Jane

Tabulation of all' stop-initial words produced on each session shows
that Jane's sessions 1 through 7 (1; 6.19 to 1f8. 24) were chareeterized by a
'preponderance of b-initial words (16 words, 130 tokens). Wbrds begtnning
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with p- and g- were tomparatively uncommon: during the same timer period, she
used only three p-initial words (16 tokens) and .only three'g-initial words. (3,

tokens); k-initial' words :' werenflore common (6 words .and 23 tokens). On'
session 8 when was 1;9;15, she was using roughly equal numbers of all
stop 'Words extOtfor g-initial words; at this point spe still ,only used
three such 'Words. By the next session (when she was 1;10.7), she was using
atleas;4elght words of each type.

In contrast to the lexical ymmetry at the labitl and velar 'places
of articulation, the number and fre uency of d- and t-initial words were
roughly equal.- over time; Although at: the beginning.d- and V-;initial words
were few. in number (four words of each type) (and d-initial words were
produced slightly more often),' Prom sessions 1 through 7, the produced these:
words frequently: live d-initial :words (33 tokens) and pine t-initial words

(24 tokens).

The: above:. pattern of vocabulary acquisition correlated- 441

interesting way with Jane's aCquisition of the voicing contrast.. 'She,tirtt
had a contrast of,voicing at; the alveolar place of articul4lon, and the
number and lreplency of d,-"and 1-initial word's were apprOXiilarely equal from
the beginning. ; She acquired the contrast tetweerL/P/:40%/Pfon session 8--a
development,.: which was accompanied by: a' largA increase in the number and
frequency of p-initial words; prior to sessiow8,:thenumber and frequency.of
b;-initial words was_significantly'greater than that or p- initial words, and
ihe'VOTvalues for /p/ nearly all fell in the adult /b/ range as did theVOT
values for Oh session 9; .when the number Nand frequency'of g-initial

Words increased tubstantitllYi the difference between the mean VOT of /g/ and
/k/ is significant for-rhe first time; prior::te this point_ (from sessions 1

V.8), Jane-used three g-initial words '(orgY6 tokens) 'and seven k-initial
words (38 tokent), and /g/ was treated bylahets-if it were /k/ (cf. session
8_ discusted below where all /g/ ibkensire moved to the, long lag region at
the same" time that /ptk/ shift)

Among the four subjects, Jane used the greatest amount of voicing
lead. ThroughOut the:study, 9%-to 40% of all /b/ tokens were produced with
voicing lead. From,sestions 1 through 8; a similar proportion of 1p/ tokens
was produced with voicing lead (14% to 29%), but the range ,for .lead was
consideeplyriarrOwer (-35 to -6 ms1 than the range otlead for /b/ (-139 to-
-2, ms). ( Jane stopped producing /p/ with voicing lead after session 8, the
session on which tWib:p/ coirtrast_ was' acquired. , She began producing
voicing lead on Yd/ at sessions and 5 and on /g/ on session 14 /t/ and /k/
were, never =produced with voicing lead. ' The consistency with which she
produced voicingjead on /bdg/ (once it first appeared), the use of long lead
(in addition to, short lead) and, the developmental spread of:voicing lead to
/d/ and possibly to /g/ suggest that

some
may be one of the set of English

speakers 'Vitt produce at least some propottlon of the voiced stops with
voicing iead
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As previously mentioned Jane (1 ike TeSSa) acquired 1 the , voicing

contrast first at the : alveolar, ,y then at the labial and finally: at the velar
pia'ee Of articulation; this deVeiopMental' order be ,described as 'three

stages .
folloWini,dlicUS.sion: of her data. Unlike Tessa .-hoWever, only

One set of data (%ati, -.Stage. 1). fit.-Category: I I-"Ai and none fit 'into
-Oategoty I . In . contrast, to; the gradual Prigression of' :voicekets stop _.
tokens ..into the.slong lag region seen in :Tessa' s.idata, _the._ same. transition in

Jane's data .Appears .to be much ,mci re, abrupt; howeyeri this ' abruiltnqst! may,

par tiall y to !Eampl ing interual. ,

31 Stage. (46; 1 to ; 8; 24)

The"frst siage in Jane' s data is one in vtii6n 1161:_ko_diictIons show

some evidence for a tontrast at the Alveolar but -not at the, labial or velar:
places of; articulation.. On sessions 1-3; 4-5'and 6 -7, the 'mean, for At/ is

always at least 8 ts:konger than the Dean for /dt (Table 5). On sessions
and 6-7- the distribUtion bf tokens for 21t/ LS different from that fo'r
in the data froM combined sessions the different-0 between the means is
sig6itant (Table_ .5) ; Addition to :the one-tai a twolywa
analysis lof vatiante was One which was also Significant (1!cp..b18). Note
that the mean for it/ -falls almost A/ thin the adult perceptual boundaries for
the_ voiced. phoneme' (Table 5),. and that most 'tokens of /t/ fall witliiu the

adult percePtUal boundaries' for /d/ (Figure 3). In separate analyseS) we
examined the VOT forali tokenS4n relationship to vowel height, stress and
the variable spontaneoasimitated no correlation was found; However, a few'
productions of two Words' were unusual.

On session. 1 (1; 6. 19), there were three /t/ tokens that were
kodiced 'with long lag: toy +86. ms, +118 ms; and teddy +68 ms; these, tokens

are unusual in' that no other /t/ tokens ,(nor any /d/ Aokens) were produced
long lag until, session 8, at rich' point all /t/ tokens (and no /d/

tokens) were produced with long lag. he two prOductions of to and the one
of teddx, could' be interpreted as eiidence that Jane was correctly using 16ng
lag on- at least these two words (cf.1 the lexical diffusion model). This

explanation seems unlikely for the following reasons: 12x was produced three

times the, same session mith short to moderately long lag voicing, (+8 ms,
+11 ms and +39 Ds); and 'one production. for a voiced stop (/b/) was produced

with long lag (session 4-5), In addition, the ranges for both /d/ and /t/
included a substantial proportion of tokens in the moderately long lag region
al so: 35% of the /d/ tokens fall between +21 and +48 ms, and 46% of the -/t/
toqns fall. between +21 and +45 ms. (sessions 1 -7).. As in the case of an in
Tessa' s. corpus, -we conclude that the production of these lbng lag stops
,approximately 3 months prior to the long lag stage days not indicate a
significant lexical parameter at the phonetic level of VOT.
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. f t **eh mtne; by geRminn._

selsion-

/b

Age

meon

S:P.
rpnge

/d/ memn
N

S.D.

range

/i1 Miein

N.
.S.D.

rAnge

eig.level

I- 4-5 6-7
.

1-7 . 9 11 16

.

1:6.19-
I:6.29

1:7.11-
1.7./6

1:8.24-

1:8.14

1:6.19-
1:8,,4

1:9.15

.

1:14.7 1:11.4 1:1.15

+2.73
/5 __

16.54
- 81/14

=4.29
7.

13.02:
=11414

4-4. fm
15

2%91
-81/+39

-

n

: +7.n4
15 '

18.54
=45/439

.

+5;57
1

mon
-357 451r

+3. 01
45

14.11_

41/439

+2;64
14

. 26,29_'

- 351 +5I,

=6.'67

15 ;

43.95_

;139./443

,

+90;54
12
87.55

.-71+289

-n;4n

15
10.42
-461+18

+128.87
.15 _'

60.65
+414248

-mil
11

37.81_

-11n/+36

+71.39
13

1.6.91 :

+25/+136_

fir"
. _

rom,002 0 .001 o .101

74;7n

10

11 :59

410448

.447.11

8 ,;

39.77
+01+118-

+12.82
11

11.98
-13/+30

+20.83
6

5;64
+14/+28

+14.25
/8
'15,44
+1/448

+22.34
1n

13:54
+8/445

.+17.31
' 29' _

43,16
-13/448.

4.347.1

24

26;63-

48/4418-;-+1004274

+15,80
/5 __

44.85
-135/460

+151.18
8

:_73..16__

+7.67
I5 I.

.19.17
-551+25

+121:13

15
_54.59

+441+147

+17.20
15

.9;03 ..

+47+34,

+109;23
13

68./6

-+131+178

0w.419 0 .nnl. .4 .44 ; .601

/g/ em
N

S.D.
rPtig0

/k/ leAn
N

S.D.

41g.level

+29.44
1

-

+38.44

2

1.41

+35.40
3

5.19

+131.67
3

59.18"

+22.48
12_ _
0.A5

)>,,

+14.67
15

23.52

+54.14
14

50.07 -

+29 +371 +39 +29/ +39 +684185 +7/445 -411+54 +11+195

+53.40 +51.56 +41.25 +46.40 4477.42- 4444.77 +114.27 +124..62

1 9 I2 22 - 12 % 13 15 13

- 29.16 33.89 30.80 69.62 49.78 21.29 46:87

+53 +16/441n +6/4434 +64134 +854285 +52/+274 4884166 +351 +190

,ir

, .nni

,

t .nol ,..nni
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At stage I (sessions_ .1-7), there is no evidence for a contrast
between the labialor velar ,phonenie pairs: (1) the means for both /b/ and
/p/ on sessions '4-3, 6-7 and 1-7 fall between 0 and +10,ms (well within the
short lag region); the. combined 1-7,,sessieins show that lb/ 'and /p/ are nearly
identical (cf. the means and standitrd deviations, Table 5) and both /b/. and
/p/ tokens show nearly the same incidence of prevoicing (Figure 3); (2) the
means for 'both ./t/ and /k/ fall within the range of 0 to +52 ms (Table. 5),
and the three /g/ tokens fall withirtithe range for /k/ tokens (+6 to +134 Ms,.
Figure 3).

3. 32 Stage 2 (1; 9.15)

Stage 2 (session 8) is marked by the acquisition of . a contrakt
betwee /b: p/, a highly significant 'difference .betkeen Id/ and /t/_,1 the
production of /ptict. as' consistently long leg ..stops; and additional evidence
for It lack of 'a contrast between ig:ki. "On first glance, it appears that the
shift 'of /ptk /' to the long lag region occurs very abruptly. However, session
8 was 'cohducted three weeki after session 7 (due to the child's illness). We.
assume then that sampling interval is at least partially responsible for the
appearance of sudden change. (cf. Tessa's session 7 and 8 data which were
collected at a two week interval (Figure 2) and which show a ,less dramatic
change).

Between session 7 and 8, Jane began producing at least some' /p/
tokens with long lag voicing. In the production of p-initial words for
session 8 1:(1; 9.15), we find that the only short lag values occur in
productions of ';old :words" (i.e. .those words which had. been in her-,.
productive _votabulary 'since 1; 6; 19)i These -words are ma +37. (,once also +2891
ms), p -6 ms, +9 ms, +18 ms (once +137 ms) and pumpkin -7 ms. All. _other p-

. initial words produced on this session were "new" (i.e. produced for the
first time) and all were produced with long, leg voicing (+84/+173 ms). This
distribution of short lag token's by wore type (i.e. fa old words only) could
be interpreted as evidence for the gradual spread of. long lag through the
lexicon.: However, each of the new .words was produced only once; with more
tokens, these words may also haVe shown variability;

By this same. session, the VO values 'for /t/' and,/k/ also move well
into the long lag. ;region; a d th means for. , all voiceless stops are
considerably longer than ad i't me ns (Category difference.).., -The.
between 'thethe means for /t/ an id/ is, significant, and the ranges are non-

'averlaPiftng. in contrast, t e difference 'between the means for ./k/ and /g/
'is .not 4eignificent; as Jane ,moved /k /.into the long, lag region, she sktilarly
shifted /g/. The tWo words effected 'are: 4114 which had been produced with,
a VOT of +29 .m&-op session 2 :was' produced as +68 ms on session 8; goat which .

had been produced as +39 'Ins on Session '7 was produced as +14.2 ms and+185 ms
on session a; Koes. (+37 ms on session 7) did not occur in the corpus for
session 8.

, .



'3;33 Stage 3 (1080)

CM session 9, Jane's, productions for /g/ and /k/ show a significant
difference (Category, III-B), and the ranges do not overlap. This was

accomplished by ..a shift of /g/ back into the short lag region." Whether this

development constitutes perceptual learning, an advance ivproduction or. a
reorganization at the phonological' level cannot be known.' To posit
phonological organizition as the source, one would need to assume a priori
(and in the absence of evidence) :that Jane perceived the phonological and
phonetic contrast between /g/ and /k/ in the adult 'language and, secondly,
that a general phonological constraint on the complexity of her own system
allowed only a two-way voicing contrast (/b:0/ and /d:t/). The context-free
phonological rules needed would be: Stage 1, /g/4[g] and /k/[g]; Stage 2,
/8/4[k], /k /-' [k]; and Stage,3, /g/4(g), /k /-' [ti] (where, in all three, stages,

[g] is voiceless, unaspirated and tic) is voiceless, aspirated).- The
motivation for such a rule change is unclear (given the assumption that the

-percePtion is not a factor), and we know ,of no cases in the
literature where a child has a contrast, produces one member of the pair
correctly (/g/, Stage 1) and then loses the correct production (Stage 2),
except in those cases where a context-sensitive rule has been added to the
'grammar. . We' conclude then that it seems likely that the change in /g: k/ at

stage 3 indicates that Jane has.perceptually learned to contrast /g/ and /k/.
If the explanation'were articulatory in niture, it would be difficult to'
explain why she initially moved /g/ from the short lag to the long lag region
(session 8).

To shed additional light on this issue, we return to the pattern of
vocabulary acquisition discussed at the beginning of this section.
session 8, when Jane shows the first evidence of having acquired /b:p/, the
number of p-initial words in hex productive vocabulary increased from three
to eight. Three weeks later, on session 9, when she shows the first evidence
of having acquired /g:k/, the number of g-initial words also increased from
three to eight. In contrast, the number and frequency of d-initial words
were similar to the number and frequency of t=initial words throughOut
sessions' .1 to. 7 (where the difference between themeans, when sessions are
collapsed, is significant), and both d- and t-initiil words occurred more
frequently in the corpus than either p- or g-initial words; At,rshould also

be noted that not only the totaf number of individual p- and g-initial words
increased on session 8 and 9 respectively, but the number of tokens for both

/p/ and /g/ similarly increased. At least two explanations are possible:_
either Jane did not acquire the contrasts between /b:p/ jand /g:k/ until'
session 8 and 9 because she'did not 'know' sufficient p- and g=initial words

jl. As in the shift of /ptk/-in to the long lag region, this shift of /g/
into the short lag region appears to. be abrupt. Aloweveri. session 9 was:

conducted three weeks after session 8 (again_ because of the child'S
illneSSes),-and we'assume that the apparent 'sudden change' is largelydue to
sampling interval;
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to recognize the contrast; she perceived the, differences between /b: p/ and
ig: ki_ sUffiCiently well 'avoid' p- and. g-initial words,. becaUse she 'knew
she could not pronounce these sounds (cf. tle phonologically motivated
avoidance strategies in- Ferguson and Farwell 1975). At least in the case of
/g: k /, the former explanation seems most likely.

Stage 4 s(1; 11.0 to 2; 1.16) .4

Stage- 4 ' (sessions 11' and 16) which had not been completed by the
end of our study, involves the mastery of adult-like VOT values for each
stop. Jane was making progress toward' this goal by shortening the VOT values
of /ptk/ and /bd/ (Category III-A). In contrast, the mean for /g/
unexpectedly increased such that' it once again fell within the adult;
perceptual boundaries for /k/. The -long mean for /g/ (+54; 14. ms) is caused
by three values: goose +164 ms; and nn 4116 ms and +195 ms. All other
values are 46 ms. On the same session goose was. alsos produced as +27 ms; on

the previous session analYzed (session 11), goose was produced as +13 ,ms and
as +6 ms. Thus, this Change in the mean for /g/ (on session 16) _was

not caused by the idiosyncratic Ilehavior of a newly acquired word' but is
rather further evidence of the variability with which individual wordOwere
produced.

3.4 Jay

Between the ages . of 1; 7 and ;4 Jay- did not acquire .a Voicing
distinction in- .initial posftion that was discernible to the adult ear.
Almost all initial stops Were transcribed as voiceless and un.aspirated; there
were ; very few errors of place and these were usually attributable to
assimilation. At the 'beginning of recording; there was .a marked Iexicak
asymmetry in. his data such that words beginning with b-, and k-'

predothinated (figures below are for the, total number of different words and
tokens produced- on sessians 1-3): /b/ 12 -words, 44 tokens; /p/ '3 words, 8

tokens; /0/ 6 words, .20 tokens; /t/ 2 words, 5 tokens; /g/ 3 words, 4 tokens;
/k/ 8 words, 29-tokens. By session 9, the distribution was fairly even.

Jay's.date were Analyzed in six anchor points. These results are
given in Table 6 and Figure. 4. Throughout the study the VOT 'distributions'
had 7baSically the same characteriStics. Since there was no apparent change
over time, the data for each stop' consonant across all sessions werei
collaPsed; 'ant these resulti are also given in Table 6. It will be seen that
the majority of VOT values for yoced and voiceless 'stops- fell. 'within the .

short, lag range; aking short lag to Joe 0 to +20 ms for labia's and
alveolars and 0- to 4 s_ for velars, then 89.44 -of all tokens fell Within
the short lag range. Over ree places of articulation, 94.8% ,of tokens.

011; withih 'the range 0 to +40 ms. Of the remaining tokens, 1.9% had "VOT.
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val s _greate r than +40 ms and': 3..3% were produced th voicing ead; While
mostet the tokens in the range >20 ms occurred in prodUctions for an adult
voicelesS PhOneme, ,some' were for an adult. voiced phoneme; similarly, while

most .of the tokens .produded-with. voicing leadOcturred in ._words which began

with an adult voiced phoneme, some were for the adult voiceless. phoneme.; The
lead Ibkens Were spread thrOughout t'he range from -1 to - 148 .ms.

AlthOUgh Jay:did not. seem' to 'acquire, a': voicing distinction, there
were :someanchor points on: which the differences, between the mean ,VOT values
toriesponding'io adult voiced-voiceless stops:Were significant. As Figure 4
'chows; the significance on these sessions could 'not be attributed to .outlyitg

VOT , The data can best be discussed by looking at the three places of
articulation separately

,e

LABIALS. - There was neyer':a significant difference .between he mean
VOT va.Iiies for /1): i:p/; n four of the six anchor points,: the difference was
in,Ahe Expected direction- (i.e. the mean fpr /p/ is greater than the ,Mean for
/IV), bUt in the remaining, two anchor points, the difference was in the
opposite i'directio; In the data from the combthed sessions 1:-1%; the mean
for /b/ /was. not significantly different. from ,the mean for /p/ (Table 6);
Since Jay's labial .data show n no evidence for a contrast, they fit into
Category 1., There were nine examples of voicing lead (six for lb!, three .for

.
/p/ Ritgure 4), and nine examples of continuous voicing . (all but one in /b/
tbkens):. There were more tokens produced with lead and ,continuotis voicing
owar'ds the end of .the study./ i .

// ALVEOLARS. On all the anchor- points, the' mean for /t/ was longer
than .the 'mean =for /V; '01 i difference between the 'means was significant on
two occasions (sessions 1-6) andl sessions 7-8, -Category II-A). FurtherMore,
when sessions 1-19 were co ined, there was a' significant 'differerici between

the mean ,VOT values -(Table 6); in addition to the one-tailed t-test, a two-
way analysis of variance was carried out and was .also significant (*p.. 011).

There were eight examples of voicing lead:: 2 tokens of /d/ on :.Ossion 18; 3

/c1/ tokenS On, session 19; 1 It/ token on session 16; and 2 /t/ tokeni on
sess,con. 19 .figure 4)., There were also1 thirteen, examples of continuous
'voicing: 1 Id/ token on session 18; and 12.4/d/ tokens on session 19.

VELARS... - As with: theaiyeolarsi - the relationship betwegmhe means

for the voiced and VoicelewsiOps was such that the; mean' NOT value, for the
voiceless stop was alwayS 1!ibor than the mean fOr the voiced stop, except on

session 19 where the twojteans'Wert nearly identicali. The difference betWeen
the Meant was significantOlvtanchor points (sessions 1-6.and session 18)x-...
For the .combined, session t both-the' one-tailed ' t -test (Table:. 6) and a'
two -way' analysis of variance :(0t1)=. 021)' showed the difference 'between the /g/

and Jk/ , mean 'VOT values';, O be significant (Category II-A);, There were two
examples :O. voicing lead: 1 Jk/ token on session 11 And 1 token on
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session 18. There were five instances of continuous voicing: 1 /gi token
and 4 /k/ tokens, all on session 19.

For both alveolars and velars then, overall there was a 'significant
difference betweemthe means for the Voiced-andvoicelessstops; nevertheless'
there was a high degree of overlap. between the ranges, and most toktns.of
both.voicedand voiceless stops:fell within the: short lag regions. Before
concluding: that Jay was attempting to produce EvvOicing distinction_between

/g: k/ but was unable_ to reproduce an adult -like contrast, we
investigated several other variables that potentially could have affected the
reSuits.,--We looked- at the possible effect of vowel _height, stress, .

individual lexical_ items, and mode, of elicitation. None of these variables:-
appeared'to shim significant differences.

We also considered the possibility: that some systematic
.

-experimenter bias-- could 'have influenceS the measurement of..voiced And
voiceless tokens. :However, this seemed unlikely for two_jeasons; Firsti
when we began the studywe did not:expect the children to have a voicing
contrast-in their speech and:we especially did not expect to,find consistent

differences in .1i0T' values for short lav-produCtions of the. voiced )ind

voiCeless stopsLhoWever, thedifferences found, in ilvedlars-and.in velars
were.present from'the beginning. The second reason why experimenter bias is

an unlikely i-eXplanatiohAs. that there was never A significant difference.
between the labial voiced and voiceless icips; it is rather implaule that

such a bias would affect places of articulatiOn differentially.12

'-We therefore-conclude: (1) that Jay was Attempting to .produce a
difference between the voiced,and voiceless phonemes at at least two places
of articulation (Category II -A); (2) that the contrast he was '.maintaining

fell, within the adult' voiced phoneme boundaries and thus " would not be
perceptible to adult speakersLand CO .that, without instfUhentai analysis'of:
a_ large number of utterances, no evidence could have been__ found to indicate

that he had a phonological voicing .contrast at 'these two places of
articulation. .

Unlike the.other children who as early as 1;5 or 1; 7 'began to

produce some.adult-like voicelest stops, Jay had not acquired 'an adult-like
voicing contrast by-the end of the study,-when he was 2;4:2e Thus, he will be
at least' 11 months older than our youngest child when = -he begins producing

long lag:voicing fOr /ptk/. In other aspects of language development ja)i

comparable to the other children: in the total 'number_ of different wordt _he.

used and the number of tokens he produced per session (seeJable 2) he was

12. ToAnVestigate this further, we will be submitting :fa set of
spectrograms (with gloss unmarked) to a :third ObiErver for 'independent
measurements.



similar to the other children (eSpecially to Jane). To compare the children
to each other on general language development we roughly Computed MLU .(mean

length of utterance), folqowing Brown 1973.43

All four . children had a MLU of 1.0 on their -respective first
sessions; for Tessa this rose above 1.8 on her third session (age 1; 5. 18),;

for Jane on her second session (1; 6.221); for Tom on his follrth session
(47. 21); and for Jay on his fiftiu- session (1; 9. 4). Tom therefore had an MLU
of 1.0 when he: had a highly significant voicing distinction at all three
places of articulation (iession 1). Tessa had an MLU, of about 1.93 when she
had these distinctions (session 8), and Jane, had an MLU of about 1. 57 when
she had these, distinctions (session 9). On his last full Session, Jay: had an
MLU of 2.23: it seems then that his general language development (as
measured by MLU) at the end of the study was ahead of the general language
development of the other Children at the stages at which they acqu; red
roughly adult-like voicing contrasts.

Clearly, it is not' the case that MLU correlates directly with the
acquisition of voicing: the, data trii'm. Tom, Tessa and Jane show that MLU may
vary froth-, 1.0 to 1. 93 at the time at which a faiily adult-like voicing
contrast is produced at all three places of articulation (cf. Bond and Wilson
1977). However, we present. MLU data to show that Jay was progressing
normal ly with respect to general laniauge development; it is also true that
in . other phddological aspects he was progressing normally (e. g. he used at
least one 'fricative (in Aedial and, final positions); a _postvocalic /r/,
several .final position consonants 'clUsters, and many poly7syllibic words),
Since the age range reported in the; literature for the acquisition of the,
voicing contrast (1; 4 to 48) is also quite large, we concluder that it is
possible that Jay is within therange of individual differences 'Which can be

considered normal for the acquisition of voicing in English. 14

4.0 Discussion

I.- this. section, the 4att:t41:1f be reviewed in order to characterize

. 13. Note, however, that our. experimental procedures; which encouraged one
word- utterances; will tend to give .a lower MLU.

.14i We visited Jay 4n ldstonYin October 177; when he' ,was 2; 6.19: . At that
time, he was producing All voiceless StoRs wal12.strong aspiration._ Al thOugh
we -may reasonably assume that the. VOT characteristics of his produCtions were

not _identical to those for adult; (1. e. probably longer' VOT values_than:wOUld

be found in adult Spee-c0),: he clearly had acquired an acceptably' adult-a ike

voicing contrast at all three places of. articulation by 2; 6. 19- -i. e. at least
one month earlier ' than the oldest child, reported the :'literature. This
confirms oureariier hypothesis that he was within the-40rmal range.



the general stages (4; 1) and to -provide 'a .brie4 summary of; other Major

findings (4; ); In addition) the data willOpe examined for evidence which'
sped light o the nature of the skills heinth:acquiied 2) and the -procesS
of change. w thin.,each /Child's system as related to two major models for

acquisition 4; 3)

To fatcilitatei comparison of the four subjects, some data from

section '3; 0 'are; repeated here in Figure 5. This figure plots the change oVer

time: in mean VOT values for: each stop. for each child; For reference points)

the ..alit,1t perceptual:: phoneme: boupdaries and the adult mean VOT valUes for

eaar.::11top are alSo inclUded: the figure. To avoid unnecessarily

.doiAidating .the figure) only :'ohe mean VOT value for each adult stop. is
giveniikthese mg'-an VOT .values: from ,Lisker. and Abramson 1964 (but note that

thee Li iker and .Abram_ son means for ' "the voiced-_ phonemes exclude ,negative VOT

values) 1: wheieat the'smeaWgiven for the children) in some cases) include,

egative Valuei); For ad' child) the VDT means are presented. separately by

place and in ...left-tprigfit order -for labial, alVeolar, and velar stop' pairs;

Beneath each, set of means are the session(g) from which the means cote and

the. ategory ini;which they fall. this section, the discussion will refer

to data presented in.,Figurg 5 unless otherwise . noted;

fF

4.1 St4gei to the acquisition 6f,I.'*oiCing as seen:in:thes-e data

Nc%

In general, the pattern which emerges from:the datals.onein which
there are three stages to the acquisitionof. voiding:. ',(I) the child has no

contrast (category I); (II) the child has :a contrast fiat which

within or nearly -within the perceptual--.:.kt-t*Cies of one adult phoneme --

(CategorAO. II-A And II B); (IH) the child .hai:V=e;ontraSt,--_,whIch resembret
-

the adult, contrast!, (Categories III-A and

STAGE I:.;;. stage

stops (cf;, also Xewley-Port

produced ,;:occasionally for _

Similarly), long---lag 'voiding

either adult voided, or Voicel

I) the child produces predominately Pshort "lag

and Preston 1974). Short voicing. lead, will' be

either adult voiced or voiceless phonemes;
if produced at all appears in productions of

ess stops:
r.

STAtt! In stage U, the child, is still producing most stops
with short lag ; voicing; however). for the first time) the mean VOT for the

.adult voideless stop is 'consistently longer across several point,S in time

than the mean :-.;ST. for the'adult voiced Stop.' Depending on the child, the

resulting differince;' between the means: is either consistently significant

,.(Tessa) or significant on, some sessions.. but_ not on others (Jane and Jay);

Children also differ in how they Change the voiceless stops during this

stage: Tessa gradually lengthened the VOT of her voiceless stops (and
increased the contrast between the voiced and voiceless .Stops)) while;thereby.:.
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_ Jane and 'Jay did not During this stage,. the child tYpitally,prodUceSshort
voicing :lead and continuous_ voicing : on adult voiced stops 0411Y.;. And may begin

to produce some 'adult voiteleAs .stops with (PO4etetelY) long lig:. voicing

The ttage II(A) data , are:, interesting in that the ,contrast that the
'Child: is malAtaining was not . noted, bythe.:transcribers:and is presumably , not

petteptihle to adults in genera4 . ;Dean inclHUntington, 1976 report a similar.
case: when the phonemtcally voicelss 'stop' roductions ofesophagal speakers

distinct (in the .appropriate VOT'.'directi ) from,. their productions, of..-n

. were : texamined pectrographicallyi a
itati :

ically slgnif icant number were

phonemically;: Voltec: stops;-: listeners, however, _predominantly : lahelled all
. . ...

productions :as 'voiced '...;:lii five separate dialect studies, LabOv =et.:A/-1.91;2
fo'Und that .. sPeikerS, g for:, example in TAl 1 ingham (Essex),- consistently;
Small differences in their, own speech, which served ,tir;m4illtain:.tht-ipleritityv

: of whia:. classes, but that these Same .. sp0Akers .coulgVaht libel; thege
differenCes on conscious refieCilon. :(ill minimal pairs : and in commutiition
tests), either in their own speech or An .the-'..ipeechYpf:Others' _from _ui: same_
dialect area;' These:Authors concludethAt: "intuitive judgments of -:'.same! cil:

. 'di ffetent lare not necessarily a:, reliable hise.011 which .t0- build 4:,inini-'y of

phonological devel:bpment": (Laboli et 41;- .1912,'.:- 254); The :.!plionorogi cal

.-:AVOIopInent' refereed to here is historical change, but the comment 'equally
:40.1)1 les, pitticulatly in the present ; conteM to phonological ..thange ilL
chi ldren. The results of the present.. study :-.Clearly show thati in . at least
some cases; 'the judgments of ::.adultsmar nottapture, ,significant facts about
the .Chi 1 d ' si.,Ystem and that spettrhgtaphicaolysis :pan. provide insight in

preci selr those-areas where adult perception :fails..

, . .

. .'r STAGE- III. -: At :the beginning' of stage..1.11, the chil.d..;1 s produci ng

.:Adil voiceless stops 'with. extremely long lag voising: the :Iireail VOt Val ues
, for the- vhiceless stops are contiderably longer._ thar adult means would be.

Mos 1 i n :1976 : (reportilig on -two children approXitately 4; 0 and- Gilbert. 1977
" (reporting on data "from six Oildren Ages 2; 7 W.); 3? also lound 'ytna t

. Children' s Voi,Celess sthp 'means'arel onger than:adult .means wiii.J14 he.
: Zlatin, i

and Koenigsknetht 1976:report thatytwO7year-olds (ages 2; 6 to' q; 01 and Stk.- '.
. yearolds. (aget-i 6; 1 to .4; 1.1) produce shorter meap. yoT Nalues Aor vbiceless
stops than do adUlts; ..:,

as the, mean_ for ',the voiceless stow change, the means
.

fat the Wilted stops also change in the samedirectiOn, thus frequently
becoming less like. adult voiced stop means thanAheAtlier stages; this:
tandem telatihnShip holds true ;for most changes l'hus) the
children :appear to be in Some . set4a,;exproring- phonfetic space, ,possibly
because they are not sure of the precise target for fhvoiced And- vOcel est
stops (although they have a .relatiVe notion= of 'the 'Appropriate Stance
between the two members :0f a pait), or possibly. simply because: they

control.contro their' productions. Motl in and Nigro 1976 report that for It/ in..the
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Speech' of adigt7tochild, :the VOT:values,are considerably -longer than%
Values (for: Pt.!) in the Speech of adult-to-adult. Thus, our subjectS ma's,

:attenipting to match-the longer VOT vEklUes that occAir in the -input theY heit.
Since, however, Moslin and Nigro also report shorter VOT's for /di in adAilt-Z
to -ehi1d ,'as .

compared to adult-to,adult discourse, we would. need ',some other
excianation (e.g. 'exploring .phonetic space) to -explain why. our subectS'
.,increase the VOT values for the addlt voiced phonemes.

In. this stage, the 'child' Voiceless. stop diStributions are Wide
.

and flat, with ektreme .valliet at times exceeding_ +250 ms. The NOT 'values. far.
,.the voiced stopS generally. ciusterl in .the short' lag region, with a feW :value's

in both the short and the long lead region?, .and the range generally:.overlaps
with ,ttlie range of VOT Val4eS fOr the corresp6nding voiceless stop. .-'

Later in stage 'III, ,the child begins to _shorten the VOT for both
the voiced. and voiceleis stops back toward the adult Vai,ues: extreme -Values
are produced 'lets Often. None of the c110.dren consistently, achieved- non-
overlapPing ranges, -..although . the partial - Clustering - V Values provideS
evidence for the improved discreteness,. of the vodeing..c egaries. .0Verail,
the labial stops are shorter 'than the.,, alVeolar stops in :tufn are
:Shorter than 'the velar Stops. .061y one child (Tom) i41 producing all ;three
'stop pairs in a fairly adult-like manner. :

The. transition between stages .0`ii in generaL, a gradual one: over a
two to four, itarith period (1; 7 to .1; 9, Tam; 1;5 to 1; 9, Tessa; anal 1t:7 ,to 1;10- 4
Jane), the chiid; learns .to produce the voice' ei! stops 'consistently with long

-1ag voicing. ; HoWever, the transition from stage 'I I to stage: :I _I I "bcciirs
frairLY' abruptly: the_ month and a half interval between sessions 3 and 5
Shows, more change In Tom's data than any Subsequent similar 'period and
similarly for the three week interval between Jane's sessions 7 and 8

compared to any preceding or subsequent three' week interval (Figure 5).
yessa's alveolar data Show the.":4,sitintInbity between stages II and Ilk most
clearly: in the ten weeki..;tghteen sessions I and .7,, mean for It/2
Increased 18 ms, while., 1-n tgo weekSAbelween sessions 8 (stasei 1-1 and
fr,1 respectively),, the Mean' for /t/ increased 59 ms (Figure '°'

1 7

2 Hypotheses: on the Skill: bpi g adqUired
- .

At.' issue here 'then is ihether the .chinget in NOT. seen in these data '"
'f6flect the development of a Single. homageneous skill orthe interaction of '. . _,

two (or more) phoneac ski14.: In ,the firit case, the ichild may be viewed at.'
achieving a contrast by progressively lengthening the. VOT of the ;voiceless

.

stops; in the Second. view, the .hild would be. aehieying a contrast by firSt
,. , ----.. .--

using on9 phonetic .com nent (it40- J.I) and subsequently adding a second'
phonetic component (S 0 -III), both 'of Whiph resuLt in differences in VOT.'

. -v ,,),
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The case for interaction is strengtheped by the following: for the
most part (fie..in.:seVwOut of- nine cases)i there is no transition stage
(.i;e; between stages 1-ig' and in *hi& theitan'- .0f values: for,:tlie
voiceless. stops. fall within the:jangeifor adultApeanNOT valueS foriPtki
(cfisectiOns 3i1 and 3:2)i :If we assume the.chikdTen to be using a-simple
algorithm 'lengthen VOT for the Voiceless'stops'i. then we have the unusual
situation in which an entire range of the VAT continuum has been...SkipPed==the

range which is moreover the precise range of adult values.

If the child, isuniformly:attempting to lengthen the VOT of the
voiceless,stops At *004Abe reasonable to assume that the abruptness_of the
change between sfages Wand_ III, .and thus the appearance Of disdontinuity)

.

are Jargeausedi by sampling interval.' It may be that at the point at
which the child .yeginsiipvproduce. .voiceless stops,with- long lag voicing,
changiS ocCur:fairly rapidly- in the child's production; in which casei a two
.week.:fecording'interval;:(and'obvUuslya three.and four week interval also)
is:-too great at1me interval to show the full curve of progressively longer
mean -VOT Certainlyithe development of many motor akil,1s show faster
skill.Amprovement at some time periods. than at others. Similarly, the
acquisition of many motor skills show learning curves similar to. that shown
in these data. a,stage1Showing,a gradual increase :;toward the target (stage
II) foklowed biia,stage-iin'which the target isover=Obt (stage. III=A).

.

HoWe4er, ft may be that a discontinuity doeS exist .in the
children's 'developmOnt such that stages II and III represent the acquisition.
of ,.different ynderlying skills. lh this views: stage III could correspond to
the child's acqUtsition of the aipirailen component of adult voiceless -gtops,
whereas during the previous stage, thechild was using 4,;different phonetic
component to lAstinguiSh adult voicedvoiceless stops. Leopold.14114.7) says
that, his daughter acquired the voiced-voiceless contrast ii\i2f0.. His
daughter's'cont-rast was not adult-Ijke however: in Hildegard''S'Speech, the

AN
adult 'voicinge,q(intrast was marked! by the presence (in voicelPA#:',Atops) or
absence (in ,iedd'sttps) of energetic release". In our .data; late stage' II
(since early4age,11 is presurly not perceptible) may be similar to the
"energetiC, t -ase7stage descr lod by Leopold; if this were the case, the
children Aii4tageliVwould be,separatifii stops on the basis of a feature like
'tens'eness' (ar:fidtit amplitqd0)., Another possibility would be that stage II
data represet° children'sattempt to reproduce solely the first formant
differences 'Petween adult voiced and voiceless stopi (note that the mean VOT
values fcfr:the,voiceless stops in :stage II (A and. B) data range frbm +10 ms
to +40, -ms, the approximate area.:of Fl cutback in adult voiceless stops).

The crucial difference between the two hypotheses is the following:
the' single skill' hypotheSis,assumes that the child recOgnizes the temporal
differences ,betwebn. voiced and voiceless stops and attempts to achieve this

Etfitrati by:progressively ;lengthening the NOT of the voiceless stops; the
A ,
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skill inter tt #on hygOthest assumes: that the child Eras Oroien:_the,ving .

contrast down into two (or mbre) faf ly distinct pdrteptUal cOmtiOnent$ 'and.;

that in stage one the child is 'attempting to match: one component An'ck in stage

two changes his or her productions,to incorporate the second comkonent.. The.
first hypothesis would predict that changes'. in VOT over time would show
.progression through tne complete VOT continuum) whereas the second hypothesis

:would predict a qualitative .break in.the changes' in VOT. at. some point on the

.continuum.: Since the virtual absence of transition data in the range for
adUlt /ptk/ Means may be due. to' sampling interval; and °since changes could

occur fairly: the skill intericti.O0
. hypo the tis) we have no : way to' doliClUtively reSOlve' thii issue; ,J It shoUld

Obvious) however, that although VOT may be thought of ag'4 single continuum)
it does cn, fact .represent the conflation o_severil acous -tic and articulatory
cOmponentt ; thusi change s_ in ,V OT do not -neceStarili.indiCAe .theteieldpment
of a single titerlying skill, ,

h

: 4'. 3 Two models for_ developmental sound changes

The speed with which the children move from stage II into. stage III
may partially account for the 'acrossthe=board' model of change discussed by
Smith 1973. This model) which is similar in some ways_ to the ,nineteenth.
century). neogrammarian model for historical Change) claims that Wilen

phonological. change. occurs in 'A child's ,system, t does so rapidl.Y. ancf.
applies to all relevant forms (cf. the neogrammarian tenet' that- sound:changes
have no exceptions). In oontrast) the 'lexical diffusion' model'; 'which was

originally used to deicribe historical :changet: in Chinesei' claims that 'a.

phonological change propagates itselfjf gradually. across the lexicon) from
morpheme to morpheme. (Chen and Wang 1975, : In studies of child
phonology acquisition). evidence in support of the latter Model has been
presented by Hsieh 1972- -and by Ferguson and Farwell 1975.. The two model's
differ 'primarily in predictions about both the rate of change (rapid- versus,
gradual) and the 'nature of the :change :(few if any lexical . exceptions versus
many lexical exceptions). Both models as used in the child phonology
literature would predict at least some variability dUring the stage at whkch
a change, is taking place.

Al though:the''children!s phonetic. acquisition of. adult-like long lag

voicing does appear to occur- quickly (stage III-Mi,. We _have evidence-. that the

Child-Ten are making a phonological contrast even earlieri that At least one
child (Tessa) was improving this contrast throughout stage II, and that for
the- two children for whom we see the acquisition process completely- (Tessa
ar0_ Jane))..the spread of the voicing contrast: across all three places of
articulation takes 'approximateir three :,months. Since at Some-. pOinti. the
children's voiceless stops: move' into thef:-,perceptual boundatieSfor

voiceless- stop (stage 11-13) an eduitS Judgment of !acrosstiii4oeidthange
is more directly a funCtion of the categorical nature of 'the adult's



perception than a'....lunction of. any categOrical change _in the children! s
-,production; thOsi.: they extent that the. lengthen the VOT of the
voiceless "'stops "'I I =A through stage I I=I3) , the description
'across-the-hoar4t--whi0 iinpliesapid phonological change--is erroneous.
Since the 'across-the4bard' label.." could .be applied to the Changes seen at
stage IIIA, the model aiturately describes _a phonetic change but cannot
account for the iloi4Athree:Month) phonological changes in the stop :system as
a_ fihole; the gradual)itis of' thit.Change is predicted correctly by the lexical
diffusion model;

The data from all four .Stiblec4. overwhelmingly demonstrate that the
phonetic:WT. range for any 4hOneine.'wgi'..be,qOund in any ,word whidh beginswith that phoneme,,,-. provided prodUCed a number of times. Thus, in
general, we have little evidence for 'the lexical parameter assumed by the
leXicai diffusion model;,. insofar as this

lexical
'homogeneity refutes this

model,: we have evidence for a inOdel:, ivAlch would predict the lexical
exceptionless nature of the change, as the model would;
Sampling, however, is again a critical facto=r; Although- we are confident
that .our data 'adequately represent each child's vocabulary (see section 2. 2),

,'we clearly did not record, on each session, aiy'.,the words that the Children
knew; in addition, it is potsible 'that we di&pbt record 'at frequent enough
intervals to fully docuinent the time change-, 4ef. the preceding
discussion). Thus, it may be that our method 'Was, 41-suited to provide data
of the sort required by the lexical diffusion model::

In summary, the generall lexidal-exCeptionlessc hature of the
developmental changes is correctly p edicted. by the'4Cross-the-board_ model,
and the gradual spread of the phonolo voitint: cOhtraSt through the stop
system ,cOrresponds, to the concept' of ;gradual _chtnge fOund in the lexical
diffusion model. However, some word do. appear: to. te-. exceptions to the
pattern in a particular stage' (e.g. TesSa* 12t anclpddy Jane), and
one child's data: long lag voicing may have:first .appeared in 'new.' words;'
these data could be evidence for the le ical diffusion :Model. Similarly, the
transition into ,stage IIA could be described ts/.1acroti- -the-board': Thus,
neither model 4.S. :completely correct bu both have important elements that
correspond well- with .particular aspects of the data reported here.

4. 4 Additional findings

In addition to evidence for
voicing in the stop system as a whole,
acquisition within the system and data on
on the, process. For two of the child
contrast appears first at: the alveolar; t
velar' place of articulation; these chid
ranges first at the alveolar place (see s

hree stages in the acquisition of
we have some data 'on the order of,
the effect of place of articulation
en (Tessa 'and Jane),'. the voicing,
en at the labial and finally at the
ren also establish non-overlapping .

ctions 3.2 and 3.3): For one child
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.(Jay)i evidence for a contrast appears; in the alveolar and velar data but not
at All in the labial data Forthree children (Tom, Tessa and Ja1-10) voicing,
at the _velar. place presented more difficulty _than at the other two plates.
For both Tom and Tessa, /g/ shifted from the short lag: region into the longer
lag production: range and thus almost into the adult perceptual boundaries for

/k/; Jane went through a short stage when /g/ was _produced with extremely
long lag-. Values Far all four children, voicing lead was produced
significantly. more- often at the labial place of articulation (see sections
3. 1 -3.4), and in general labial mean ycs values were shorter than alveolar
means, with velar 'means the longest. 'Clearly, place of articulation, with
the associated, aerodynamic and physiological differences, is an important
variable in_ the production of A Possibly related_ to the differential_
affect of place of articulation on the production of voicing is the lexical
asymmetry found in the vocabularies of all four children in the earliest'
sessions. For at least one child (Jane); this asymmetry--in particular the
low frequenCy of words beginning with /p/ and /g/ in her vocabulary--appeared
to- be an important factor in the acquisitions of the voicing contrast itself.

The range of individual differences with respect to age of
acquisition is striking. Three children acquired a relatively adult-like
voicing contrast at all three places of articulation by approximately 1; 9;

the fourth child who was in all other respects developing normally had not

done. so by 2; 4;15 More importantly, the contrast that this child was
maintaining between 7d: t/ and /g: k/ most likely could not have been detected
by parents or Other ,adults. .Similarly, the earliest contrasts of two other
children (at ,approximately 1; 5 Tessa and, i; 8 Jane) and .possibly the first'

contrast of the third other child (at least by 1;7 Tom) presumably would not
have been reliably detected by adults.

In conclusion then;° the 'voicing zontrast appears to be learned very
early: evidence that children have acquired the appropriate phonological
contrast may be found in the productions of children as young as 1; 5.

However, it may take up to eleven months before the children' s productions
improve to the, point where the contrasts that the children are making may be
perceived by adults. Considerable progress toward the produttion of an
adult -like voicing contrast is typically made by the age of 2; 0, al though
there are striking individual differences. Although considerable progress is::
usually made- by 2; 0, it may be many months (or even years) before children
acquire Sufficient -iarticulatory skill to consistently produce adult -like
voicing Mann and 'Koenigsknecht 1976; Gilbert 1977).

15T-The fourth child acquired an adult -like contrast by at least 2; 6. 19

(see section 3. 4). On the basis of the transcriptions, the fifth child
recorded had acquired an adult like contrast at all three places ' of
articulatiOn by at least 1; 6. 27, her first recording session;
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